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Executive Summary 

 

The purpose of this research was to understand how the City of St. Catharines attempted to address 

the challenges brought on by the decline of the manufacturing sector and lack of investment into 

its historic urban centre.  Once known as a ‘General Motors’ city, St. Catharines experienced a 

significant decline in manufacturing during the 1990’s and early 2000’s. The rapid loss of jobs and 

number of manufacturing firms highlighted the City’s lack of investment into its existing 

downtown core since the 1960’s and 1970’s era of suburbanization. As the City expanded 

following the end of World War II, investment and new development got diverted to the periphery 

of the urban core, where land was cheap and abundant. As the people moved away from urban 

centre to the suburbs, the businesses and services that once supported them followed. This resulted 

in an overall bleak economic landscape in the downtown.  

Research was conducted using a mixed method approach that included: document content analysis, 

quantitative analysis, and one key informant interview. The bulk of the research was completed by 

analyzing the content of numerous primary and secondary documents. The primary sources of data 

included: planning policy from the various levels of government, along with municipal and 

regional economic development based publications. Secondary sources of data included: 

previously recorded interviews and press conferences, promotional videos, published work on the 

Niagara Region stemming from newspaper articles,  non-academic journals, and books. In addition 

to analyzing the content of written documents, the research also used descriptive statistics to 

provide an overview of the economic and demographic profile of the City and the various trends 

that have taken place. To confirm the findings, and fill any gaps in knowledge, one key-informant 

interview was conducted with a government official who has been involved at the forefront of the 

City’s downtown revitalization efforts. 

The findings of this research conclude that the City has addressed the symptoms of a declining 

downtown by attempting to divert public and private investment through planning policy by 

reimaging the downtown as a Creative Cluster. This initiative was driven by two key policy 

documents: Energizing Niagara’s Wine Country Communities, and the Downtown Creative 

Cluster Master Plan. The first policy document had identified St. Catharines to be the primary 

urban centre within the Wine Region concept that would feature attractions and experiences to 
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cater to a primarily upper-class clientele that were visiting the growing Niagara wine industry. The 

second plan had been drafted to provide direction for the City to reimagine the downtown as a 

place that would attract young people, tourists, and private investment.  

On the ground, the fruition of these policies were primarily driven through a mass amount of public 

investment aimed at supporting and growing the arts community. At the backbone of the City’s 

efforts to revitalize the downtown was Brock University’s decision to expand their campus by 

revitalizing a historic manufacturing building to house the new Marilyn A. Walker School of Fine 

and Performing Arts. The second major part of the revitalization was the joint venture between the 

City and Province to construct the FirstOntario Performing Arts Centre. Combined, these two 

major investments totaled approximately $110 million, with a majority of funding coming from 

public coffers. To add to the revitalization efforts, the City had invested an additional $50 million 

to construct a new state of the art spectator arena, adjacent to the two arts facilities mentioned 

above.  

These findings indicate that St. Catharines has followed the footsteps of many cities across North 

America and Europe who have addressed lack of historical investment into downtown centres and 

the loss of manufacturing by attempting to diversify the local economy through public investments 

and marketing campaigns. These attempts were made to retain young people, market themselves 

to outside investors, and provide sources of culture and entertainment to tourists (Mallack, 2018). 

The findings also highlight the importance of ‘Eds and Meds’ in economic development activities.   
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Introduction 
 

The changing nature of the global supply chain has created a unique set of challenges and 

opportunities for cities who had traditionally relied on manufacturing as their main economic 

activity. One of the many ways that cities across North America have responded to the decline in 

manufacturing is by attempting to diversify the local economy by channeling investment back into 

historic downtown centres to attract and retain young people, attract tourists, market themselves 

to outside investors, and provide sources of consumption, and entertainment (Mallack, 2018).  

Known as a ‘General Motors’ city, St. Catharines has historically been dependent on 

manufacturing, yet little is known about how the City has stood up to the challenges of a declining 

manufacturing sector (Warrian & Bramwell, 2016). The purpose of this research is to understand 

how the City of St. Catharines has responded to the decline of manufacturing by analyzing the 

recent revitalization efforts within the downtown and packaging it in an easy to understand 

narrative. Specifically, this paper discusses the role of planning policy, the growth of the wine 

industry, and partnerships with post-secondary institutions.  

This paper is presented in five sections. The first section provides context as to how industry 

developed and began to decline in St. Catharines and the Niagara Region. Second, the paper will 

discuss how the wine industry along with the idea of the creative class has provided the foundation 

for public policy and urban change within the Downtown. The third section will discuss how 

planning policy from multiple levels of government have provided the framework for changes that 

have occurred in the Downtown. This section specifically analyzes the award winning 2007 

Energizing Niagara’s Wine Country Communities plan, and the 2008 St. Catharines Downtown 

Creative Cluster Master Plan. Fourth, the paper will discuss major developments in the 

Downtown, their sources of funding, and their relationship to the planning framework. The fifth 

section will conclude by situating the findings of the research into academic literature to make 

sense of downtown development in St. Catharines. Specifically, this section discusses how post-

secondary institutions contribute to spatial and economic change, and how the arts and creative 

sector contribute to the economy. In this section the paper will also address two possible threats to 

prosperity as witnessed by other cities experiencing similar changes. 
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The findings of this research contribute to the growing body of knowledge surrounding 

deindustrialization, and the economic transition of Canadian cities with a historic specialization in 

manufacturing. The findings of this research may be relevant for planning and economic 

development professionals involved in the administration of policy. 

Research Question and Methodology 
 

The main question guiding this research is: 

How has the City of St. Catharines responded to the decline of the manufacturing sector? 

To answer this question, research was conducted using a mixed method approach that included: 

document content analysis, quantitative analysis, and one key informant interview. According to 

Silverman & Patterson (2015), content analysis is an appropriate research method for “identifying 

the development of process and trends” and should be used by “social welfare practitioners who 

are interested in analyzing: development of public policies, the planning of neighborhood 

revitalization projects, and the implementation of social programs” (p. 98). In addition, Silverman 

& Patterson (2015) state that the content analysis method is especially useful when conducting 

case studies. Overall, using the mixed-method approach was deemed to be appropriate because it 

can increase the “depth and context of a study” (Silverman & Patterson, 2015, p. 103). To organize 

the data, the research used the latent content analysis technique to identify themes and concepts by 

using the open and focused coding methods.   

The bulk of the research was completed by analyzing the content of numerous primary and 

secondary documents. The primary sources of data included planning policy and, economic 

development documents from the various levels of government. Secondary sources of data 

included digital media and written documents. Digital media content included: pre-recorded 

interview, press conferences, and video based marketing material. Published work on the Niagara 

Region stemmed from newspaper articles, non-academic journals and books.  

In addition to analyzing the content of written documents, the research also used descriptive 

statistics to provide an overview of the economic and demographic profile of the City. All of the 

quantitative data was sourced from publicly available data sources such as the Census Program, 

and other data provided by various government organizations. Descriptive statistics along with a 
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simple graphics analysis provide summaries of the changes in St. Catharines’ economic and 

demographic landscape.  

Initially the researched aimed to supplement the findings of the content analysis by interviewing a 

number of public officials, however only one key-informant interview was actually conducted. 

This was because the research process uncovered several publically-available interviews and 

videos with prominent private and public officials that have been involved in the City’s downtown 

revitalization efforts, all providing a similar narrative. Additionally, the semi-structured interview 

covered a wide array of topics and unexpectedly answered any questions that remained following 

the content analysis. Overall, the pre-recorded interviews, videos and previous recordings along 

with one semi-structured key-informant interview with a government official, helped to ensure 

that the narrative established in this paper was sound, reflecting a variety of perspectives.  The 

study was approved by the General Research Ethics Board (Ref # GGEOPL-272-19). The overall 

research process revealed that although a number of articles have been written on the economic 

transition of St. Catharines, there is no single source that explains the transition in the lens of 

planning policy and market trends. This research aims to fill that gap. 

Overview of St. Catharines 
 

Located on the southern shore of Lake Ontario, the City of St. Catharines is one of twelve lower-

tier municipalities that make up the Regional Municipality of Niagara. About an hour and a half 

drive from Toronto, the City is the largest municipality in the Niagara Region by population and 

has historically functioned as the administration centre for the area (City of St. Catharines, 2018). 

The relatively low labour force participation rate of St. Catharines is reflective of the above average 

median age, when compared to the rest of the Province. The St. Catharines-Niagara Census 

Metropolitan Area (CMA) has one of the highest median ages and share of seniors when compared 

to all other major CMAs in Canada. On the other hand, the City is also home to Brock University, 

a post-secondary institution with a main campus located on the southern edge of the city, with an 

enrollment of approximately 19,000 students. Built in the 1960’s the University was historically 

located away from the existing urban area, however in 2015, the university expanded their campus 

and became integrated into the urban fabric of the downtown.  
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Figure 1. Location of St. Catharines (Google Maps, 2018) 

 

N
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Figure 2. Map of St. Catharine’s showing location of the Downtown, and the main campus of Brock University (Google Maps, 
2019) 

  

Table 1. Labour Data of St. Catharines - Niagara Region – Ontario (Statistics Canada, 2019; Statistics Canada, 2019b) 

Category St. Catharines Niagara Region Ontario 

Population 133,113 447,888 13,448,494 

Population Change 2011-2016 (%) 1.3 3.8 4.6 

Median Age 44.7 45.7 41.3 

Median After Tax Income of households  53,360 58,235 75,287 

Labour Force Participation Rate 60.3 61.0 64.7 

Unemployment Rate (%) (May 2019)1 5.8 5.2 

 

                                                           
1 Unemployment rate only available for the St. Catharines-Niagara CMA 
(https://www.stcatharines.ca/en/investin/Labour.asp) 

N

https://www.stcatharines.ca/en/investin/Labour.asp
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Table 2. Top 5 Employees in St. Catharines as of May 2019 (City of St. Catharines, 2019) 

Employer Industry Sector Employees 

Brock University Education Public 5,966 

Niagara Health Systems Health Services Public 5,012 

District School Board of Niagara Education Public 4,700 

Algoma Central Corporation Shipping Private 2,098 

General Motors Manufacturing Private 2,000 

 

 

Figure 3. Total Share of Jobs by Industry in St. Catharines and the Niagara Region (Statistics Canada, 2019) 

0% 2% 4% 6% 8% 10% 12% 14% 16%

    11 Agriculture; forestry; fishing and hunting

    21 Mining; quarrying; and oil and gas extraction

    22 Utilities

    23 Construction

    31-33 Manufacturing

    41 Wholesale trade

    44-45 Retail trade

    48-49 Transportation and warehousing

    51 Information and cultural industries

    52 Finance and insurance

    53 Real estate and rental and leasing

    54 Professional; scientific and technical services

    55 Management of companies and enterprises

    56 Administrative and support; waste management…

    61 Educational services

    62 Health care and social assistance

    71 Arts; entertainment and recreation

    72 Accommodation and food services

    81 Other services (except public administration)

    91 Public administration

Total Share of Jobs by Industry (NAICS 2012) in St. Catharines 
and The Regional Municipality of Niagara 

St. Catharines (n=65,440) Regional Municipality of Niagara (n = 222,080)
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Figure 4. Total Share of Jobs by Occupation (Statistics Canada, 2019) 

History of St. Catharines and the Niagara Region 

Early History: Settlement and Early Industry (Late 1700’s – 1940’s) 

 

The area known today as St. Catharines is an amalgamation of a number of communities that 

developed following the settlement by the United Empire Loyalists in the late 1700’s (Turner, 

1994). Archaeological evidence has revealed that several villages of the Neutral National were 

present in the area as early as the 14th century. However, by the time the Europeans arrived to settle 

the area, it was the territory of the Iroquois (Turner, 1994). Quickly after the first wave of 

settlement, land was cleared for agriculture and a number of villages began to develop that acted 

as service centres and early industrial sites (Jackson, 1976; Turner, 1994; Gayler, 1994). The 

region developed from east to west originating from the Niagara River. Early settlement tended to 

follow waterways and existing routes already carved out by the First Nations that had lived there 

for thousands of years prior (Jackson, 1976; Turner, 1994; Gayler, 1994).  

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

    0 Management occupations

    1 Business; finance and administration occupations

    2 Natural and applied sciences and related occupations

    3 Health occupations

    4 Occupations in education; law and social; community and
government services

    5 Occupations in art; culture; recreation and sport

    6 Sales and service occupations

    7 Trades; transport and equipment operators and related
occupations

    8 Natural resources; agriculture and related production
occupations

    9 Occupations in manufacturing and utilities

Total Share of Jobs by Occupation (NOC 2016), St. Catharines Vs. 
Regional Municiaplity of Niagara

Regional Municipality of Niagara (n=222,080) St. Catharines (n=65,450)
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Figure 5. Trails of the First Nations in 1700's, (Turner, 1994) 

 

Figure 6. Settlement of Niagara and Travel Paths (Gayler, 1994) 
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Downtown St. Catharines originally developed as stop-over and storehouse for goods traveling 

along the Iroquois trail and passing over the 12 Mile Creek. Sitting atop the former shoreline of 

Lake Iroquois, the Iroquois trail is on one of the most well-known First Nations’ travel routes 

through the region.  Today this trail is known as Regional Road 81 and St. Paul St. in downtown 

St. Catharines (Turner, 1994).  

Following the early settlement patterns of the Loyalists, the second major catalyst of development 

came after the construction of the Welland Canal in the 1820s (Jackson, 1997; Gayler, 1994; 

Turner, 1994).  The Welland Canal is a shipping canal that bisects the Region north to south to 

link Lake Ontario with Lake Erie. Although the Canal has gone through numerous route changes 

over the course of its history, the earliest two renditions of the canal had flowed directly at the foot 

of Downtown St. Catharines (Jackson, 1997; Gayler, 1994).  

 

Figure 7. Early Map of St. Catharines in 1870 (Brosius, 1875) 

The Canal not only opened trade, it also unlocked a significant amount of economic potential as it 

provided power for mills, shipyards, and metal and machinery fabrication (Jackson, 1997; Gayler, 

1994). The canal had allowed a number of communities to develop along its path, and existing 

communities like downtown St. Catharines, continued to expand to service the new marine trade 

and growing industry (Jackson, 1997; Gayler, 1994).  
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Figure 8. Welland Canal and Associated Communities (Gayler, 1994) 

After the construction of the first Welland Canal, both American and Canadian companies began 

to lay down railroads across the region (Gayler, 1994). The expansion of railroads improved 

accessibility and continued to promote trade and industry in the area, quickly becoming a major 

turning point in the history of the Niagara Region and St. Catharines (Gayler, 1994). Railroads 

along with trade tariffs between the United States and Canada had set the stage for the area’s 

direction of growth towards manufacturing and tourism (Gayler, 1994). Railroads allowed 

American companies to set up branch plants in offices across the border to avoid tariffs, and 

increased accessibility provided by rail transit led to the growing popularity of Niagara Falls as a 

tourist attraction for both Canadians and Americans (Jackson & Burtniak, 1978; Gayler, 1994). 

Overall, the Canal and railroads played one of the most significant roles in setting the trajectory 

for the development of the Region until the 1960’s (Gayler, 1994). 

The Golden Years: Industrial Growth and Suburban Expansion in St. Catharines (1920’s – 

1960’s) 

 

The early industry of St. Catharines had developed with power provided by the Canal, and the 

ability to bring products to market by rail. The area around present day Downtown St. Catharines 

had specialized in the manufacturing of agricultural equipment to support the rich agricultural 

activity in the area (Jackson, & Burtniak, 1978; Gayler, 1994). However, after General Motors 
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bought out an agricultural equipment firm in 1929, manufacturing in St. Catharines shifted gears 

and quickly began to specialize in the manufacturing of automobile components (Gayler, 1994). 

Automobile related firms continued to expand for the next 50 years, and St. Catharines emerged 

as a major car component producer (Gayler, 1994).  

 

Figure 9. McKinnon Industries building, acquired by General Motors in 1929 (Now demolished) (Brock University and Tourism 

Niagara, 2012; McKinnon Industries, 1938). 

 

Much like many industrialized regions in North America, the Niagara Region saw a strong twenty-

year growth period following the end of World War 2 (Gayler, 1994). In 1951, just six years after 

the end of the War, 46.5 percent of the labour force was employed in manufacturing in the Niagara 

Region (Gayler, 1994). Industry specialization varied across the region, with different centres 

emerging based on the goods they were producing or processing. The next major turning point in 

the history of the region is the popularity of the automobile and the subsequent suburbanization. 

Typically, growth in cities is limited to the travel distance and time between places of work and 

residence (Hodge & Gordon, 2014). Prior to World War II, automobiles and the necessary 

infrastructure needed to the support them was not extensively produced, meaning a majority of 

individuals got around by foot or streetcar, limiting the outward expansion of urban areas (Hodge 

& Gordon, 2014). After the war however, the automobile skyrocketed in popularity and became 

cheaper and easier to produce. Seeing it as a primary and most efficient method of transportation, 

cities across North America began to heavily invest in road and automobile-friendly infrastructure 

(Hodge & Gordon, 2014; Mallach, 2018). 
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In the Niagara Region, demand for automobiles and single-family homes consumed former 

agricultural land and pushed investment and development to the fringe of the urban area (Fullerton, 

2012; Gayler, 1994). At the same time, businesses had found it more cost effective to construct 

new facilities on cheap land on the outskirts of cities rather than continue to invest money into the 

existing ageing plants (Gayler, 1994). This trend was not unique to St. Catharines and was 

experienced by many cities across North America (Mallach, 2018; Hodge & Gordon, 2014).  

In St. Catharines, the success of the automobile had allowed General Motors to expand operations 

by purchasing 141 acres of land on the outskirts of the City in the early 1950’s to construct a new 

foundry (General Motors Corporation, n.d). The foundry became the largest and most modern 

“malleable and gray iron” foundry in the British Commonwealth after it became operational in 

1952 (General Motors Corporation, n.d). 

As development continued outside of the legal boundary of St. Catharines, land had continued to 

be annexed and added to City’s legal jurisdiction. During the 1950’s, land was added five times to 

expand the City’s boundaries (Gayler, 1994). In 1961, The Town of Merriton, Village of Port 

Dalhousie, and Grantham Township were amalgamated to form the City’s new boundaries 

(Gayler, 1994). The original City of St. Catharines now became known as Downtown St. 

Catharines.  
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Figure 10. Built Up Areas in St. Catharines (Gayler, 1994) 

 

As the City continued to expand outward, the services and retail that supported residence began to 

follow (Fullerton, 2012). This decentralization diverted investment away from existing urban 

centres to the periphery because it no longer became necessary to travel downtown to shop or 

purchase any type of service. This is evident by the construction of the Pen Centre, one of the most 

prominent commercial development during the 1960’s (Gayler, 1994). After its construction, the 

mall quickly filled the role of higher-order regional shopping centre, diverting consumers away 

from the downtown (Gayler, 1994). Overall, suburbanization of Niagara had resulted in a region 

characterized by a number of small urban centres without a clear dominant regional centre (Gayler, 

1994). 
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Figure 11. Google Maps Image of The Pen Centre in Relation to Downtown St. Catharines in 2019 (Google Maps, 2019) 

 

Industrial Decline in the Region: Economic Stagnation and the new Regional government 1960s 

– 2000s 

 

The next major event that shaped the history of the Region and its communities was the decline of 

industry and rise of the service sector. Industry in the Niagara Region began to show signs of 

decline around the 1950’s, however the production of automobile components had shielded St. 

Catharines from many effects of deindustrialization for much of its history (Gayler, 1994). By 

about 1961, manufacturing accounted for 37 percent of all jobs in the Region, a good number of 

which were associated with auto part manufacturing and located in St. Catharines (Gayler, 1994). 

N
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The declining growth of industry and the overall slowing investment in the region was exacerbated 

by the political structure and lack of organization between neighboring municipalities. As Gayler 

(1994) puts it, “built in rivalries between [the Region’s] various communities, the inability of 

politicians to think regionally, and a failure to come to terms with a new [economic] reality” 

hindered economic prosperity and development progress of the whole Region (Gayler, 1994, p. 

260). It became evident that in order to address the challenges presented by deindustrialization, all 

the area municipalities needed to work together to define a common set of goals and a unified 

economic development strategy.  

In 1965, the Government of Ontario appointed a special commission to explore the options of local 

government reform. The Commission produced a report that recommended a two-tiered system of 

government with a clear division of responsibilities and unified vision (Gayler, 1994). A new 

regional government was believed to be necessary in order to create a unified vision for the Region 

in order to maintain its economic viability (Conteh & Panter, 2017). This provided the foundation 

to combine two counties, 26 cities, towns and villages under one regional government (Gayler, 

1994; Conteh & Panter, 2017). The new regional government under the name of The Regional 

Municipality of Niagara came into effect on January 1st, 1970 (Gayler, 1994).   

Prior to the establishment of the regional government, municipalities within the Region did not 

have a comprehensive economic development strategy, and economic trajectory was rather 

dictated by major cities such as St. Catharines and Niagara Falls, with little input from neighboring 

municipalities (Conteh & Panter, 2017). The purpose of the regional government was to attempt 

to change that.  

After the 1970’s, population growth in the Niagara Region began to slow down, and employment 

growth was mostly confined to the service sector (Gayler, 1994). By the late 1970’s and early 

1980’s, the manufacturing of transportation equipment accounted for a third of all employment in 

the Niagara Region, with a majority located in St. Catharines (Gayler, 1994). During this time, the 

stagnation and uncertainty of Niagara’s economy was the result of two scenarios. First, was the 

lack of unification and regional development initiatives between the Regions’ municipalities, and 

second was the stagnation of Niagara’s tourist industry and its status as a lost potential for the 

Region (Gayler, 1994).  
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The creation of a regional government did not have instant results. In fact, any new regional 

development initiatives were often challenged by municipalities resulting in the fragmentation of 

development initiatives (Conteh & Panter, 2017). To consolidate the fragmented nature of the 

Region’s economic development efforts, the regional government commissioned a report in the 

hopes of addressing Niagara’s economic decline (Conteh & Panter, 2017). One recommendation 

that stemmed from the report was the establishment of a Regional Economic Development 

Commission that would oversee the economic development for all municipalities in the Region 

(Woods Gordon & Co. and Niagara, 1980). This would address the ongoing demand to correct 

institutional fragmentation by redesigning the governance structure to better support a unified 

regional economy.  

The need for action became evident in the 1980’s when the Region was hit heavily by the economic 

recession, with unemployment rates skyrocketing to 15 percent, well above the average of the 

surrounding area and the province overall (Conteh & Panter, 2017; Gayler, 1994). Between 1981 

and 1983, manufacturing employment in Niagara fell 16.5 percent (Gayler, 1994). Not 

surprisingly, the only development that occurred during this time happened in the two largest 

cities, St. Catharines and Niagara Falls (Gayler, 1994). The continued decline of industry and the 

recession caused the citizens and municipalities of the Niagara Region feel a “deep sense of uneasy 

about the region’s economic conditions” (Conteh & Panter, 2017, p. 992). 

Shortly after, the Niagara Economic Development Commission (NEDC) was established to 

“project a single voice and face” of economic development in the Region. However, larger cities 

such as St. Catharines, resisted giving up their economic development autonomy which had further 

added to the already fragmented nature of the Region’s economic development goals (Drewes, 

1988). All of this resulted in two-tiered economic development system, where larger 

municipalities, such as Niagara Falls and St. Catharines, pursued development independently from 

the Region (Drewes, 1988).  

This system allowed St. Catharines to not only pursue their own economic development interests, 

but also tap into the resources provided by the NEDC.  This double standard was a large point of 

frustration for many smaller municipalities in the Region (Drewes, 1988). The fragmentation of 

governance had also complicated things for larger organizations such as Brock University, Niagara 

College, and various private firms. In general, they were dissatisfied with the “inconsistent 
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arrangement and rather vague understanding of the division of responsibility in the Region” 

(Conteh & Panter, 2017, p. 996). 

 

Overall the economic development model in the Region was locked-in to favor the goals and 

objectives of larger cities. The smaller municipalities in the Region lacked resources to carve out 

their own economic development trajectory and did not quietly accept the structural “double 

standard” systematically awarded to St. Catharines and Niagara Falls. This locked-in model of 

economic development remained the status quo until the early 2000s (Conteh & Panter, 2017). 

 

The Present Day: Economic Revitalization in St. Catharines (Early 2000s - Present)  

 

The early 2000s was another critical juncture for the Region. During this time, changes in the 

global economy and organizational fragmentation in the Region had resulted in major companies 

from “merely venting frustration with the bureaucratic hurdles of doing business to actually 

leaving the Region” (Conteh & Panter, 2017). One of the largest hits to the St. Catharines economy 

came in the mid 1990’s when General Motors announced the closure of one of their plants, which 

eventually resulted in the loss over of 2,000 direct jobs (Gayler, 1994). This announcement sent a 

ripple across the auto manufacturing sector that was hoping for a relatively fast recovery from the 

recession (Gayler, 1994). Following this, the foundry operating on the outskirts of the city, seized 

operation in 1995 (General Motors Corporation, n.d). Although between 1996 and 2016, the size 

of the City’s workforce grew from 64,570 to 65,440, the number of individuals employed in 

manufacturing industry were reduced from 12,020 to 5,760 (Statistics Canada, 2019; Statistics 

Canada, 2019c; Statistics Canada, 2019a). 

 

The rapid decline of the manufacturing base in St. Catharines and the Region highlighted the lack 

of investment that took place into existing urban centres during the era of suburbanization. In St. 

Catharines, storefront vacancy on St. Paul Street continued to increase until it hit a high of 35 

percent in 2011 (Fraser, 2011). The economic transition did not cause downtown St. Catharines to 

lose out on their share of investment, instead it highlighted the lack of investment that has taken 

place in the downtown since the expansion of the City’s urban area (Fullerton, 2012; Gayler, 1994). 

This is evident considering the high commercial vacancy in the downtown during the 2000’s did 

not stop commercial development from taking place in suburban destinations. For example, the 
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Smart Centre shopping centre expanded in 2005 on the west end of the City, and in 2011 the Pen 

Center (regional shopping destination) announced a $13 million renovation and expansion project 

(Fraser, 2011a; Gayler, 1994). 

 

The phenomena of a rapidly deteriorating downtowns is not unique to St. Catharines, it is 

something that has been experienced by historic urban centres in cities all across North America 

(Mallach, 2018). One solution for many cities facing similar challenges within their historic 

downtown was to develop strategies that aimed at guiding investment into the renewal of existing 

areas.  Historically this was done through large-scale urban renewal efforts that resulted in the 

reconstruction and reconfiguration of the urban fabric of specific areas that were seen as ‘obsolete’ 

(Hodge & Gordon, 2014). This approach was attempted by the City in the 1970’s, however, no 

funding was ever provided by the federal or provincial government, leaving modest revitalization 

efforts financed mostly by the private sector (Gayler, 1994).  

 

Most recently, St. Catharines has been attempting to revive its downtown as a hub of arts and 

culture. This however is not a spontaneous direction of development but can rather be explained 

as a confluence of the growth of the Canadian wine industry, the rising role of educational 

institutions in the role economic development, and guidance provided by Provincial and Regional 

planning policy and growth objectives. In order to understand the economic development direction 

of both St. Catharines and the Niagara Region after the early 2000’s, it is first necessary to discuss 

the growth of the wine industry and the diversification of tourism. 

 

The Foundation for Revitalization: Wine, Tourism and the Creative 

Class. 

The Wine Industry in Niagara – A Brief Overview.  

 

Historically, the unique microclimate region allowed Niagara to specialize in the production and 

processing of tender fruit2. Tender fruits were cultivated, processed, and canned in St. Catharines 

and the Niagara Region (Fullerton, 2012; Gayler, 1994). These products not only supplied the 

immediate local market, they were also packaged and shipped nationally and internationally 

                                                           
2 Tender fruit in Ontario refers to peaches, pears, nectarines, apricots, cherries, and seedless grapes.  
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(Fullerton, 2012; Chapman, 1994). The canning and processing of tender fruit played an important 

role within the industrial landscape of the Niagara Region (Fullerton, 2012; Gayler, 1994). 

However, due to the forces of globalization, production drastically declined as most of the area’s 

canneries were closed by the mid 1980’s, sending farmers to desperately search for a new crop 

(Gayler, 1994). Presently, tender-fruit is still being produced in the area, however the Niagara 

Region is now increasingly being characterized by wine production and wine-grape growing 

(Fullerton, 2012; Gayler, 1994; Shaw, 1994; Chapman, 1994).  

 

Although there is evidence to suggest that winemaking and grape growing has been part of the 

culture in the Niagara Region since the arrival of the settlers, a true wine industry only began to 

develop in the mid 1970’s (Hughes, 2012). Prior to the 1970’s, most wine making activities were 

small in scale, and were only produced for personal use or for the immediate local market (Malleck, 

2012; Hughes, 2012). Today the unique microclimate, help from the provincial government and 

post-secondary institutions, and innovation within the wine industry has changed the agricultural 

landscape of the area to render the Niagara Region a major producer of Canadian grapes and wine 

(Bramble, 2012; Tefler, 1999).  

 

The industry truly began to develop in the mid 1970’s, when Inniskillin was granted a license to 

produce wine in Canada for the first time in 50 years (Bramble, 2012; Fullerton, 2012, Tefler, 

1999). Prior to this, it was difficult for Canadian wine producers to have their own vineyards, or 

dictate the grape varieties grown by independent growers. Over the next decade, more licenses 

were granted and Canadian wine started to gain popularity among domestic consumers (Bramble, 

2012). However, in order to break through into the international market and compete on the world 

stage, Canadian wines needed to be produced with the proper type of grape (Bramble, 2012).  

 

Alcohol laws aside, a major obstacle for wine producers in Canada was the lack of access to grape 

varieties that are known for producing internationally renowned Old World3 wines.  The early 

wine produced in the Region was made from the native variety of grapes such as the Concord 

grape (Vitis labrusca) and the common Riverbank grape (Vitis riparia) (Hughes, 2012; Fullerton, 

                                                           
3 The Old World refers to the region of the world where winemaking emerged. Typically, these regions include 
France, Italy, Portugal, etc.  
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2012). Both varieties produced a relatively low-quality wine, one which was good enough for 

domestic consumption, but lacked the quality to create wine for the international market (Bramble, 

2012). For Ontario to grow a wine industry that could compete in the global economy, it needed 

to replace the native vines for wine producing grapes, the Vitis vinifera (Henderson & Rex, 2012).  

 

Recognizing this, the Ontario government introduced the Grape Acreage Reduction Program 

(GARP) in 1989 (Chapman, 1994). The GARP was established by the federal and provincial 

government as a mitigation strategy for the potential loss of domestic market share due the free 

trade agreement with the United States in 1989 (Chapman, 1994). To help grape growers and wine 

producers survive this potential threat, the GARP provided financial incentives for farmers to 

remove their native grape varieties and replace them with Vitis Vinifera, imported from the Old 

World (Chapman, 1994). This policy decision was the catalyst in the growth of the wine industry 

in Niagara. 

 

In 1991, sixteen years after being granted the first winery license, Inniskillin put Canadian wines 

on the world stage after it was awarded the Grand Prix d’Honneur for its 1989 Ice wine at Vinexpo 

in Bordeaux, France (Pickering & Inglis, 2012; Inniskillin, 2019). After this event, Ice Wine 

became, and continues to remain, a unique Canadian product (Pickering & Inglis, 2012). Today 

there are four wine appellations (regions) in Ontario which include: Lake Erie North Shore, 

Niagara Peninsula, Peele Island, and Prince Edward Country. The largest, and most popular of all 

these appellations is the Niagara Peninsula, representing approximately 55 percent of VQA 

certified Ontario wineries (VQA, 2019).  The Niagara Peninsula is home to 99 wineries, accounts 

for 93 percent of Ontario’s grape-growing volume, contains approximately 17,000 acres of 

vineyards, and attracts approximately 1.9 million visitors per year (GGO, 2019).  

 

The overall growth of the industry can largely be attributed to three organizations: the Wine 

Council of Ontario (now known as Ontario Craft Wineries), the Grape Growers of Ontario (GGO), 

and Vintners Quality Alliance (VQA). More recently both Brock University and Niagara College 

have also recognized the importance of the wine industry and have started to provide institutional 

support by conducting research, training, and preparing students for work in the industry. Brock 

University’s Cool Climate Oenology and Viticulture Institute (CCOVI), established in 1996, is an 
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internationally recognized research facility dedicated to viticulture and the wine business (CCOVI, 

2019). The school offers the only program dedicated specifically to wine in cool climate regions 

in the world (CCOVI, 2019).  

 

Although not located in St. Catharines, Niagara College also began supporting the local wine 

industry by opening the first wine-business program in Canada in 2008. The Niagara College 

Teaching Winery is a not-for-profit based enterprise that offers a number of certificates aimed at 

training students for the day-to-day responsibilities of managing and working within the wine 

industry (NCTW, 2019). The Teaching Winery works closely with producers in the wine industry 

to specifically tailor their certificate programs to meet the demands of the industry (NCTW, 2019). 

However, the importance of the wine industry in Niagara goes beyond grape growing and wine 

making, it is also quickly becoming an important instrument in the diversification of the existing 

tourism industry in the Region (Fullerton, 2012).  

 

Wine Country: The Growth of the Wine Industry and the Diversification of Tourism in 

Niagara 

 

Niagara Region has a long history of being associated with tourism. For many years, the Niagara 

Falls4 and the adjacent commercial and entertainment district has served as the major attractions 

for visitors to the area (Gayler, 1994). Historically, the tourism industry in the Region was 

concentrated in Niagara Falls and was not heavily diversified (Gayler, 1994; Fullerton, 2012).  

 

The wine industry has paved the way for the Region and its municipalities to diversify the tourism 

sector by providing attractions beyond what is offered by the Niagara Falls cluster (Tefler & 

Hashimoto, 2012; Fullerton, 2012). The idea of the wine region as a tourist attraction rests on the 

concept of the Wine Route (Tefler, 2001). Typically, a wine route is a delineated path that guides 

visitors to the wine region to various attractions such as wineries, theatres, local shops, and cultural 

activities (Tefler, 2001). The Wine Route is seen to be a great asset for attracting and guiding 

                                                           
4 The Niagara Falls is a collection of three waterfalls that exist on the international border 

between Canada and the United States. The Canadian side of the border has a spectacular view 

of Horseshoe Falls and has reaped the benefits of visitors to the area by developing a commercial 

and entertainment district that directly targets tourists. 
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visitors of the wine region (Fullerton, 2012; Tefler, 2001). Overall, the wine industry has “provided 

a glimmer of hope in an otherwise seemingly bleak economic landscape” in Niagara (Fullerton, 

2012, p. 52). This is because the wine industry shares a similar market with a number of other 

industries that are associated with an “urban based, well educated, and highly cultured” 

demographic, who are thought to be the economic engine of communities (Fullerton, 2012, p. 52). 

The following section will briefly discuss the concept of the creative class, and how this 

demographic of individuals became the backbone of economic development policies in post-

industrial cities.  

 

Growing the Post-Industrial City: The Creative Class and Richard Florida  

 

The creative class is a socioeconomic class of individuals that have been the key driving force of 

urban economic growth in post-industrial cities in the United States (Florida, 2002). The creative 

class is defined by professionals that “include people in science and engineering, architecture and 

design, education, arts, music, and entertainment whose economic function to create new ideas, 

new technology, and new creative content” (Florida, 2012, p. 8). Unlike the working class and 

service class who are primarily paid to do routine physical labour, the creative class are employed 

“to use their minds to the full scope of their cognitive and social skills” (Florida, 2012, p. 9).  

Florida (2002) argued that cities who thrive in a post-industrial economy are doing so because 

they attract the creative class. This is because people that belong to the creative class are more 

likely to start businesses and monetize their own creativity, in turn developing a creative economy 

(Florida, 2002; Florida, 2012). The main argument was that cities who actively nurture and attract 

the creative class will thrive in the modern economy (Florida, 2002). As Florida puts it, “access 

to talented and creative people is to modern business what access to coal and iron ore was to steel-

making” (Florida, 2012, p. 8). In other words, in a modern economy, businesses follow the 

creative talent rather than the other way around. Overall, Florida (2012) stated that “… cities need 

a people climate as much as, and perhaps even more than, they need a business climate” (Florida, 

2012, p. 205). Florida defines a people climate as a “general strategy aimed at attracting and 

retaining people, especially, but not limited to, creative people” (Florida, 2012, p. 305). He goes 

on to describe that generally the creative class is attracted to communities with authentic high-

quality experiences, tolerance to diversity, and above all else, economic opportunity (Florida, 
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2002). He also found that the new creative workforce is attracted to places that are smaller, less 

prestigious, and more “cool” than those that contain large ticket items such as sports arenas or 

large theatres. These places could include things such as small ethnic restaurants, specialty craft 

and bookstores, and art galleries supporting local rising artists. Above all else, Florida concluded 

that the most important foundation for attracting creative talent is a diverse cultural and 

demographic population (Florida, 2002). 

On the other hand, Florida had also stated that since the creative class is an inherently diverse set 

of individuals across many different measures, there is no perfect solution for attracting the 

creative class (Florida, 2012). To make matters more complicated, Florida (2012) stated that 

“building a creative community is something of an organic process, one that cannot be dictated in 

any top-down fashion”.  

“It’s a matter of providing the right conditions, planting the ride seeds and 

then letting things take their course” (Florida, 2012, p. 305).  

This means that for cities to reap the benefits of the new demographic driving urban economies, 

they had to develop public policy that would allow for a creative community to flourish without a 

traditional top-down approach. The idea is that cities need to find the fine line between allowing 

the city to develop on their own, while at the same time ensuring that public policy support the 

direction of growth the city is headed in.  

Not surprisingly many cities in around the world began to draft policy based on the ideas brought 

to light by Florida (2002). Donald, Gertler & Tyler (2012) write that  

“The model was instantly attractive to urban policymakers and a 

broader audience because it seemed to give them some potential for 

agency over their local fortunes in light of the major social, cultural 

and economic upheavals brought on by globalization and 

technological change in the preceding decades” (pp. 6). 

Over the years a number of authors have criticized both the concept of the creative class, and the 

outcome of utilizing it as an economic development tool. Some argue that the composition of jobs 

that make up the creative class is too broad, while others have stated that the composition of jobs 
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is based on educational attainment rather than creativity (Markusen, 2006; Kratke, 2011).  Donald, 

Gertler & Tyler (2012) summary of the critiques of the creative class model found that scholars 

have challenged the notion that creative talent attracts urban growth, stating that it is in fact the 

opposite and that creative workers are in reality attracted to employment opportunity and urban 

growth rather than the other way around (Storper & Scott, 2009). On a similar note, Glaeser (2004) 

has argued that it is more worthwhile to invest in attracting people through commodities such as 

better schools, lower taxes, and loosened regulations on land-use and housing, rather than 

attracting workers by investing into the theorized wants of a broadly-defined creative class.  

The core of the creative class thesis was that “employment in creative occupations had the ability 

to grow considerably faster than the overall economy”, and “that creative workers would be less 

vulnerable to economic fluctuations than those in lower-order service and manufacturing 

occupations” (Donald, Gertler & Tyler, 2012, pp. 17). This notion was tested during the 2008 

financial crisis. It has been found that some of the occupations within the creative-class “had a 

lower overall probability of being unemployed” after the 2008 financial crisis (Donald, Gertler & 

Tyler, 2012. pp. 15). As Donald, Gertler & Tyler (2012) state, this phenomena suggests that the 

ongoing structural change is starting to favor knowledge-based creative industries. At the same 

time however, occupations in the creative class are often riskier, and members have a higher 

probability of experiencing precarity. Overall the main argument that often presents itself when 

discussing the creative class and the prescription of the concept as an economic development tool 

is the increased socio-economic divide and gentrification of post-industrial city centres. This topic 

in itself can be the subject to extensive research and debate, however the scope of this project does 

not permit explore these concepts in any depth. Instead, this project will discuss how St. Catharines 

and the Niagara Region were influenced by the idea of growing their urban economies by attracting 

the creative class.  

The following section will provide an outline of the various policy documents that have acted as 

the foundation for guiding St. Catharines towards a new economic reality.  
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Planning for a Post Industrial Reality: Planning Policy Guiding Change 

in St. Catharines 
 

It is important to recognize that as much as St. Catharines and the Niagara Region have been 

shaped by market forces, they are also the products of public policy that exists from all three levels 

of government. 

Provincial Interest – The Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe 

 

In Ontario, the growth of municipalities is guided by the policies found in various planning 

documents that are produced at a municipal, regional and provincial level (Hodge & Gordon, 

2014). In 2005, the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe drafted by the Province of 

Ontario, legislated under the Places to Grow Act (2005), became the most important planning 

document addressing future growth in the Greater Golden Horseshoe (GGH). The Growth Plan 

outlined “a framework for implementing the Government of Ontario’s vision for building stronger, 

prosperous communities…” (Ministry of Infrastructure, 2013, p. 6). The plan set the policy 

direction for growth in municipalities of Southern Ontario by assigning density targets and 

outlining the desired direction of growth for various communities in Ontario. Specifically, the 

Growth Plan noted the importance of planning for “[a]n economy in transition, within economic 

activity and wealth increasingly generated by service and knowledge industries” (Ministry of 

Infrastructure, 2013, p. 7). The plan had also recognized that for the GGH to stay economically 

competitive with other city-regions around the world, they first had to address the challenges 

presented by urban sprawl and the lack of investment into existing urban areas.  

 

The main direction for new growth provided under the Growth Plan stated that “population and 

employment growth will be accommodated by “directing a significant portion of new growth to 

the built-up areas of the community through intensification” (Ministry of Infrastructure, 2013, p.7). 

Intensification in this context means investing money back into existing areas. To direct 

intensification efforts, the Growth Plan identified Urban Growth Centres (UGC). 

“The revitalization of UGC is particularly important, not only because they 

can accommodate additional people and jobs, but because they will 

increasingly be regional focal points. They are meeting places, locations for 
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cultural facilities, public institutions, major services, and transit hubs” 

(Ministry of Infrastructure, 2013, p. 8) 

 

These areas were delineated in partnership with municipal governments and assigned an urban 

density target that need to be achieved by 2031.  The overall goal of the UGCs was to (Ministry 

of Infrastructure, 2013, p.16): 

 “[provide] focal areas for investment in institutional and region-wide 

public services, as well as commercial, recreational, cultural and 

entertainment uses;  

 to accommodate and support major transit infrastructure;  

 to serve as high density major employment centres that will attract 

provincially, nationally or internationally significant employment uses; 

and 

 to accommodate a significant share of population and employment 

growth.”   

Downtown St. Catharines had been identified as the only UGC in the Niagara Region, and assigned 

a density target of 150 residents and jobs per hectare. This meant that going forward, that growth 

of St. Catharines was expected to take place in its’ downtown core. In addition, the UGC 

delineation also ensured that downtown St. Catharines would remain the principal public 

administration centre in the Region.  
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Figure 12. Places to Grow Concept (Ministry of Infrastructure, 2013) 

Planning in the Urban Growth Centre – Regional and Municipal Planning  

 

Although the Province creates the foundation for decisions when it comes to planning and growth, 

the implementation of these goals rest on the agency of the municipality. In St. Catharines, the 

growth of the City is managed through the City’s Official Plan. However, the policy direction set 

out in municipal Official Plan must conform to the various policies and growth strategies produced 

at both the regional and provincial level.  

The policy direction set out in official plans and other planning documents embody not only the 

market forces that are shaping a region, but also illustrates the goals of municipal and provincial 

governments regarding their direction of growth. This regulatory framework ensures that no 
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development takes place unless it aligns with planning policy produced at multiple levels of 

government. 

 

 

The following section will discuss the two key policy documents that have shaped the economic 

development trajectory, and framed the change taking place in Downtown St. Catharines and the 

Niagara Region. These two documents are titled: Energizing Niagara’s Wine Country 

Communities Plan: Organization within the Wine Industry, and the St. Catharines Downtown 

Creative Cluster Master Plan.  

Energizing Niagara’s Wine Country Communities Plan: Organization within the Wine Industry  

 

By 2001, the growth of the wine industry in Ontario had become evident and influenced the 

province to prepare a comprehensive strategy that would reinforce and support the growth of the 

industry (Ministry of Tourism and Culture, 2001). The Ontario Wine and Culinary Tourism 

Strategy recommended that in order to enhance the visitors wine experience, the Region needs to 

establish appropriate branding (Ministry of Tourism and Culture, 2001). This included placing 

identifying Wine Country signs (Wine Route) on the Queen Elizabeth Way and developing 

appellations (sub-brands) within Wine County (Ministry of Tourism and Culture, 2001). The 

Strategy also called on select communities to be identified as hubs for wine and culinary 

experience, and to establish market-readiness standards program for wineries.  

This provincial policy, along with the ambitions to grow wine regions by both the public and 

private sector was consolidated into an award-winning report titled: Energizing Niagara’s Wine 

County Communities prepared by Peter J. Smith & Company Inc and commissioned by the Niagara 

Economic Development Corporation (Fullerton, 2012). The report was produced with input by 

many stakeholders from all around the Niagara Region, and funding provided by the Ministry of 

Tourism, Niagara Economic Development Corporation, City of St. Catharines, Town of Grimsby, 

Town of Niagara-on-the-Lake, Grape Growers of Ontario, and the Wine Council of Ontario.  

The main purpose of the report was to “energize” Niagara Wine Country communities by 

recommending a number of community infrastructure improvements to improve the area’s 

Provincial Policy Regional Policy Municipal Policy New Development 
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recognition as a place and destination (Peter K. Smith & Company Inc, 2007; Fullerton, 2012). 

Simply put, the goal was to establish a specific brand for the area that would be supported by the 

interested parties. The plan consisted of four goals: 

1. Creating a World Class Destination, 

2. Enhancing Tourism and Economic Development, 

3. Encouraging Sustainable Development, and 

4. Improving Access and Circulation. 

The report claimed that the Niagara Wine Country would be unique from other wine regions 

around the world because it would combine the unique cultural, heritage, and educational 

opportunities with the potential to indulge in remarkable wine and culinary experiences (Peter J. 

Smith & Company Inc, 2007, p.8). The report emphasized that for the Wine Country concept to 

succeed, it needed to properly accommodate tourists through the reinforcement of “strong tourism 

infrastructure” which could only be achieved if the Region’s municipalities bought into the 

concept.  

“To accommodate these tourists, Niagara Wine Country 

tourism infrastructure development should extend to the 

downtowns of Wine Country to concentrate accommodations 

and tourism services, celebrate historic downtowns and culture 

of the Niagara Region and provide centers for interpretation 

and information creating a starting point for Wine Country 

discovery from many points throughout the area” (Peter J. 

Smith & Company Inc, 2007, p.8) 

Overall, the Wine Country concept attempts to link economic development opportunities to both 

the natural and urban characteristics of the Niagara Region. To do this, the concept breaks down 

the spatial organization between the area’s municipalities and attractions into Places, Spaces, 

Signatures, Nodes, and Linkages. The following section will briefly describe each of these 

concepts.  

The Spatial Organization of Wine Country: Places, Space, Signatures, Nodes, and Linkages   

 

Places 

The spatial organization of this concept is reinforced by “integrating and strengthening the 

relationship between: Places, Spaces, Signatures, Nodes and Linkages” (Peter K. Smith & 

Company Inc, 2007, p.20). The concept of Place goes beyond the idea that the Wine Country is 
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just a collection of wineries, but rather it defines the Country as an organization of natural and 

built environments that create a unique character which all contribute to the sense of place. The 

four distinct Places identified in the plan were Grimsby, Lincoln, St. Catharines and Niagara-on-

the-Lake. 

 

Figure. The idea of Places within Wine Country (Peter J.. Smith & Company Inc, 2007) 

Spaces 

The idea of Spaces delineates the concept of Places into a number of defined spaces each made up 

of their unique character and function as defined by their geography, landscape, and climate. The 

Spaces concept directly reflects the idea of the Wine industry definition of sub-appellations and is 

further reinforced by the unique experiences offered to tourists within the local context. The plan 

identified six unique spaces with Downtown St. Catharines falling right on the border of two 

spaces.  

N
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Figure 13. Spaces of Wine Country (Peter J. Smith & Company Inc, 2007) 

Signatures 

As the name implies, the idea of Signatures is to establish “signature destinations” that will act as 

the core for visitors attractions and used as a catalyst for “enhancing Wine Country communities.” 

The four identified signatures included Grimsby, Downtown St. Catharines, Port Dalhousie, and 

Niagara-on-the-Lake. These destinations were chosen to encourage cross-travel through various 

Wine Country destinations, as well as nodes of entertainment that would draw visitors from across 

Wine Country. 

 

Figure 14. Signature of Wine Country (Peter J. Smith & Company Inc, 2007) 

N

N
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Nodes 

The idea of Nodes builds on the concept of “communities as hubs” and essentially identifies town 

centres and villages that would be targeted for private sector investment. The plan identified nine 

district nodes, one of which is Downtown St. Catharines.  

 

Figure 15. Nodes in Wine Country (Peter J. Smith & Company Inc, 2007) 

Linkages 

The idea of Linkages threads all these concepts together to create a well-defined system of 

circulations that guides visitors through the various destinations and attractions within the Wine 

Country. The plan roughly identifies the area encompassing downtown St. Catharines as a link 

between the West and East portion of the Country. 

N
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Figure 16. Linkages in Wine Country (Peter J. Smith & Company Inc, 2007) 

The most important element of this plan and one that provides the foundation for the Wine 

Region concept is the Wine Route. As stated in the report, a Wine Route … 

 

“…is evidence of the commitment and investment made in 

Niagara by the industry and local municipalities. Linking the 

member wineries of the Wine Council of Ontario, the route 

directs travelers through Wine Country and provides Niagara’s 

natural, heritage, agricultural and community assets. Using the 

wine route map as a guide, visitors are encouraged to explore 

and discover Wine Country and are rewarded with a unique 

travel experience.” (Peter J. Smith & Company Inc, 2007, p. 

28). 

 

In other words, the route helps to guide visitors to various attractions that are related to the Wine 

Country product.  

The Wine Route 

 

The concept of the Wine Route is not unique to Niagara and are common elements of various wine 

regions around the world.  In Niagara, the circulation of the route is comprised of three parts (Peter 

J. Smith & Company Inc, 2007): 

 a “central spine” which threads wineries between Grimsby and 

Niagara-on-the-Lake; 

N
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 “Themed looped trails” which deviate from the central spine 

providing linkages to various attractions; and 

 “Tertiary spurs”, which allows for connections to various 

attractions and elements of the wine route which are not looped.  

The report stated that The Route should be able to accommodate multimodal methods of travel 

that include driving, walking, or cycling. However, in order for the route to be successful the travel 

experience must be “positive and consistent” (Peter J. Smith & Company Inc, 2007, p. 29). 

“A fundamental component of the strategy to enhance Niagara’s 

Wine Country communities includes enhancing the experience of 

traveling along Wine Country roads. The enjoyment of visiting a 

destination is greatly impacted by the experience of traveling 

through it.” (Peter J. Smith & Company Inc, 2007, p. 29). 

 

The strategy to strengthen the experience of travelling along the route divides the route into six 

“character corridors”, which “create visual continuity and consistent design quality and standards 

across Wine Country” (Peter J. Smith & Company Inc, 2007, p. 30). The six segments of the 

Wine Route can be seen in Figure 17. 

 

 

Figure 17. Proposed Wine Route Character Corridors, (Peter J. Smith & Company Inc, 2007) 

One thing to note in the original plan is that Downtown St. Catharines is completely bypassed by 

the Wine Route. This however was not set in stone because the Wine Route is meant to be flexible 

and can evolve as the wine and tourism industry develops and grows. This evolution however “is 

influenced by investment opportunities, market prefaces and community growth decisions” (Peter 

N
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J. Smith & Company Inc, 2007, p. 29). Essentially this means that the Wine Route can change if 

communities make policy changes that are in line with the vision of this Plan.  

The report recommended that the Wine Route should be redirected to go along St. Paul Street, 

instead of bypassing the downtown. However, in order for the Wine Route to come through 

downtown St. Catharines, the City council had to convince the Wine Council of Ontario that 

Downtown St. Catharines supported the Wine Industry, and provide proof that the downtown is a 

place in which private investment can take place (Peter J. Smith & Company Inc, 2007; 

Government Official, personal communication, June 2019). To do that, Council had to ensure that 

the development policy in St. Catharines aligns with the Wine Country brand. 

The Wine Country concept envisioned Downtown St. Catharines as a potential regional urban 

centre with a variety of urban uses that include office, retail, commercial, mixed use, and urban 

residential. This is not surprising because this area has acted a regional centre historically, and 

political leadership in St. Catharines had already recognized that investment needs to be directed 

into the downtown prior to the report (Peter J. Smith & Company Inc, 2007, p. 29). The report also 

recognized that the City had already set their sights into the enhancement of the downtown area 

through an existing Community Improvement Plan5. In general, the report provided a direction in 

terms of the types of changes that need to take place so that downtown St. Catharines would be 

aligned with the Wine Country brand. 

However, the implementation and realization of the regional Wine Country plan could only happen 

if municipalities bought into the concept. In order to do this, municipalities needed to develop a 

policy framework that would align with the direction provided by not only the province, but also 

on the regional level. The following section will discuss the primary document that has guided not 

only the revitalization of Downtown St. Catharines, but the City’s overall transition towards an 

economy driven by cultural industries, private investment, and most importantly the creative class.  

                                                           
5 The Community Improvement Plan (CIP) is a tool under the Planning Act that allows municipal governments to 
offer incentives to help stimulate investment, beautification, and residential development in a specified area. In 
the context of St. Catharines, the CIP introduced a number of financial incentives that included tax cancellation 
program for residential construction projects, façade improvement grant, and municipal application and permit 
fees refunds. 
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Downtown Creative Cluster Master Plan: The Wine Route and Transformation in Downtown St. 

Catharines  

 

The St. Catharines Downtown Creative Cluster Master Plan (DCCMP) was published in 2008 to 

provide the City with a clear direction of growth and investment target areas. The DDCMP is a 

comprehensive guiding policy document that consolidates planning policies, community 

assessments, and feasibility studies that have been developed by the City since the 1990s by 

multiple levels of government (Joseph Bogdan & Associates, 2008). The plan consolidated 

provincial policy, regional policy, and economic development objectives to form the foundation 

for the revitalization of the downtown and transition towards a new economic reality. Most 

importantly, the DCCMP is an attempt to bring St. Catharines “back to its former glory” 

(Government Official, personal communication, June 2019). 

Lead up to the DCCMP 

 

The DCCMP was not the first document to address growth in the downtown core. In 2001, the 

City had drafted a Comprehensive Development Strategy (CDS) which outlined a strategy to help 

revive the urban economy. The key to this document was the revitalization of the downtown. The 

report proposed three recommendations to guide the revitalization of the local economy: 

 Invest in information and communication technology to support 

expansion of service sector employment; 

 Encourage residential development to improve commercial 

viability and create a more attractive downtowns to increase 

municipal tax revenues; and 

 Improve traffic flow and parking in the Downtown.  

This strategy marked the City’s transition towards what Harvey (1989) would describe as an 

incentive-based entrepreneurial planning, and away from the historical managerial planning 

approach. The CDS provided the foundation for Council to pass a by-law and introduce a 

Community Improvement Plan to three areas in 2004. One of these three areas was the 

Downtown (Joseph Bogdan & Associates, 2008; City of St. Catharines, 2015). The DCCMP was 

the next key step in the City’s economic and spatial transition.   
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The DCCMP  

The purpose of the DCCMP was to provide the policy framework that would allow Downtown 

St. Catharines to transition towards a “creative economy” with a knowledge-intensive labour 

market, while at the same time meeting the provincial requirements as a designated Urban 

Growth Centre (Joseph Bogdan & Associates, 2008; Government Official, personal 

communication, June 2019).  

“[The DCCMP] was initiated to create a guiding framework for 

revitalization of the Downtown that utilized the growth and 

intensification requirement of new Provincial policy and 

converging development investment interests and other initiatives 

for the Downtown.” (Joseph Bogdan & Associates, 2008, pp. i) 

By this point, municipal policy makers had established the idea that economic success of the City 

was dependent on entrepreneurs and the ability to attract and retain creative, knowledge-based 

workers. The DCCMP specifically cited Richard Florida’s creative class as a theoretical backdrop 

for the City’s desired direction of growth. This indicated that the overarching goal of the DCCMP 

was to create an environment that would be attractive to the creative class, young post-secondary 

graduates, and investors from outside of the City.  

The plan identified three opportunities that have guided the City’s potential direction for 

redevelopment and rebranding into a centre of creativity and culture. These included the 

partnerships between academic institutions for the development of community development 

projects, the increased presence of artist residents and other creatives in the Downtown, and the 

identification of St. Catharines as a hub along the Niagara Wine Route. These economic 

opportunities along with the City being designated an Urban Growth Centre by the Province 

provided the foundation and justification to reimagine the Downtown into a Creative Cluster.  

The key component of the DCCMP emerged when Brock University approached the City about 

the possibility of expanding their campus to the downtown (Dixon, 2015; FOPCA, 2015). In 2007, 

Brock University had stated their interest in purchasing and renovating the former Hair Cloth 

Building (an old textile factory), located in the valley of Downtown St. Catharines, to house the 

School of Fine and Performing Arts (FOPCA, 2015).  This decision by the University had aligned 

perfectly with the City’s desire to target investment into the downtown, support the larger 

development of Wine Country, and create opportunities for innovation and spin-offs in digital 
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media. Brock University’s expansion quickly became the instrumental backbone of the DCCMP 

(Dixon, 2015; Joseph Bogdan & Associates, 2008).   

The three primary objectives of the DCCMP as established by municipal staff and various 

stakeholders were as follows (Joseph Bogdan & Associates, 2008, p. i): 

 To create a safe and attractive Downtown that both will attract 

investment and tourists; 

 To redefine the Downtown as a desirable place to live, shop and do 

business; and  

 To encourage people to walk through the Downtown, day and 

night.  

What did the plan recommend? 

 

To pave the way for St. Catharines to transition towards a creative economy and an economically 

viable downtown, the Plan had presented a number of recommendations spanning from 

enhancement of land-use and urban fabric, the potential partnerships that may drive change, and 

the strategies employed by the municipality to foster economic growth. Simply put, the goals of 

the plan included:  

 Building live/work spaces; 

 Preservation of existing building stock; 

 Developing people friendly spaces; 

 Promoting cultural tourism; and 

 Fostering the downtown as the “heart and soul” of the community 

that offers unique experiences and opportunity for residents and 

visitors.  

Land-use and Urban Fabric 

 

Understanding the creative class and their preferences introduced by Florida (2002), the plan had 

created a number of recommendations that would align changes in the urban fabric to the 

preferences of the creative class. For example, the plan had discussed the importance of an 

attractive pedestrian realm that included maintaining existing building heights, wide sidewalks, 

bike lanes, and an active patio/street life. Specifically, the plan identified St. Paul Street to 

continue to function as the primary ground-level commercial strip that would contain retail, 

restaurants, galleries, and other entertainment facilities. To go along with this, the Plan 

emphasized the promotion of heritage conservation principles and adaptive re-use strategies for 
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the existing building stock in the Downtown. This was seen as important as it would help to 

maintain the historic nature, identity, and branding of the Downtown as a culturally rich 

community. The DCCMP also recognized that for the Downtown to be attractive to younger 

workers, the City needed to ensure that there was an adequate supply of affordable housing and 

an appropriate mix of housing types.  

The Plan also supported the City’s intention to work with the Wine Council of Ontario (WCO) to 

reroute the Wine Route along St. Paul Street. To go along with this, the Plan also proposed a 

flagship LCBO VQA store along St. Paul Street to support local wine producers. All of this 

however was heavily dependent on the construction of Brock’s School of Fine and Performing 

Arts (SFPA) and Regional Performing Arts Centre. It was stated that without the development of 

the SFPA, it would be very difficult to spark the transition of the downtown economy.  

 “The Municipality and Brock University are strongly considering 

[The Hair Cloth Building] as the keystone of St. Catharines 

physical identity and its re-use is one of the key drivers of the 

Downtown Creative Cluster Master Plan” ( Joseph Bogdan & 

Associates, 2008, pp. 109). 

Changes to the Economic Development and Planning Processes 

 

Aside from changes to the urban fabric, the report also had recommended changes to the 

government processes and highlighted the importance of linking urban planning and economic 

development policy for the realization of the plan. The Plan had stated that the City must take the 

lead on ensuring the implementation and realization of the plan. The three main steps that were 

identified by the plan included establishing a permanent Downtown Advisory Committee, 

establishing a team of staff that specifically focuses on the implementation of the Downtown plan, 

and preparing a business plan for all the projects that the City is willing to take on.  

Additionally, the Plan had included recommendations on how planning policy and economic 

development goals can work together to achieve the desired goals set out by the DCCMP. The 

summary of the recommendations of the Plan can be seen in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Merging of Planning Policy and Economic Development (Joseph Bogdan & Associates, 2008, pp. 110) 

Planning Policy Economic Development 

Use the Master Plan as input to the current 

Official Plan Review to fulfill recent 

Provincial growth targets and policies 

Utilize the Master Plan as a tool to 

demonstrate that Provincial policies are 

being fulfilled as a means to obtain more 

government funding 

Liaise with the Niagara Region’s Growth 

Management Study to determine an 

appropriate population target.  

Establish a Downtown marketing plan 

headed to the demographic and population 

targets of the Growth Management Study 

Ensure that land use policy delineates and 

reinforces the Downtown as the primary 

location for major office and major 

institution, as well as major cultural and 

entertainment uses 

Establish a dedicated Downtown 

Development Team from all relevant 

departments to facilitate new development 

that supports the Master Plan’s and 

Downtown objectives 

Identify preferred or priority areas for 

intensification and specific land uses 

Facilitate negotiation and strategic 

acquisition of key land parcels 

Review the Community Improvement Plan 

to address parking incentives, broader 

qualifications to building and streetscape 

improvement, community and art spaces, 

sustainability; and, streamline the 

application process 

Build a “portfolio” of preferred 

development sites, with illustrative 

proformas and impacts of the applicable 

incentive programs on the development 

costs. 

Establish a business plan that maintains 

existing incentives and incorporates new 

programs, such as brownfield 

redevelopment, to improve the financial 

viability and innovation of projects 

 

Prepare a new Downtown Secondary Plan 

that is simplified and flexible 

Monitor the economic and development 

experience semi-annually and make 

recommendations to planning policy as 

market conditions evolve.  

Create a Streetscape Master Plan that 

identified priority and phased improvement 

with capital costing 

Publicize and promote public streetscape 

improvement to attract private sector 

investment 

Continue to expand Heritage Designations 

to include cultural heritage landscapes 

Develop achievable building/façade 

improvement guidelines as part of new 

Downtown Urban Design Guidelines 

Optimize and promote the Heritage Loan 

and Heritage Grant Programs under the 

Ontario Heritage Act as ain incentive for 

owners to upgrade their properties, attract 

adaptive re-use development for existing 

Downtown building stock and finance 

public space improvements.  
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Key components and Developments of the Plan  

 

Although the plan established a flexible and adaptable framework of where redevelopment should 

take place, several key components were identified as integral to the realization of the creative 

cluster strategy. The first and most important component was the development of the School of 

Fine and Performing Arts (SFPA) and the Niagara Centre for the Performing Arts (NCPA). These 

two major investments were seen as integral to the future direction of the Downtown. It was 

recommended that for these investments to be fully realized, it was necessary for the City to work 

in partnership with Brock University.  

The second component was the Niagara Wine Route and Signature Destination Centre. The Plan 

had recognized the importance of bringing the Wine Route through Downtown St. Catharines. In 

order to support the Wine Route however, the City first needed to establish signature wine 

destinations and attractions that would align with the goals of Energizing Niagara’s Wine County 

plan. The signature wine destination centre was imagined to be a “Wine Embassy” or a centralized 

location where wine-related activities and events take place. This idea of course was proposed to 

support the rerouting effort of the Wine Route through Downtown St. Catharines.  

The third major component was the Niagara Interactive Media Cluster. In 2008, the City was 

awarded funding for a shared initiative between the City, Brock University, Niagara College, and 

Silicon Knights6, to develop a digital media and arts hub and incubator in the Downtown. A digital 

media incubator supports local entrepreneurs by providing access to resources such as sources of 

funding, product research, and networking opportunities (Innovate Niagara, 2019).  It was 

expected that the media cluster would act as a source of innovation, business development, and a 

magnet for young job seekers.  

The Plan had also acknowledged that parking was a major challenge in Downtown as more parking 

was needed to support the growth of independent businesses and tourist attractions. One 

recommendation was to redevelop the existing Carlisle Parking Garage and redevelop the Lower 

Level Parking lot located adjacent to the Hair Cloth Building. The lower level parking lot was 

recommended for a mixed-use development that would provide opportunity for commercial and 

                                                           
6 Silicon Knights was one of the only video game development companies in Downtown St. Catharines at the time. 
The company declared bankruptcy in 2014 (Kain, 2019). 
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residential development while at the same time expanding the existing amount of parking on the 

site.  

Additionally, the Plan had also acknowledged that the City’s arenas were ageing and that the 

expansion and renovation of the existing Garden City Arena Complex to accommodate a 5,000-

plus seat venue. This would not only allow more people to attend the local Ontario Hockey League 

games, but also work to diversify the types of entertainment events that are able to take place in 

the City. The idea that the City’s arenas needed to be renovated was something St. Catharines had 

been considering prior to the DCCMP and thus was not a unique recommendation that stemmed 

from the plan. One major thing to note here is that the Plan did not propose the development of a 

new arena, only a renovation of the existing facilities.  

The plan had also identified several supporting components that would work to support the 

revitalization and continued growth of the Downtown. These include the ongoing municipal 

support of development through the existing Community Improvement Plan, the development of 

a new hotel, the retention of the Niagara Regional Police headquarters in the downtown, and the 

continued development of the Welland Canal National Heritage Corridor.  

The DCCMP proposed three possible approaches that would frame land-use policy guiding the 

revitalization of the downtown to foster a creative cluster. All three of these concepts had 

envisioned the wine route to be rerouted along St. Paul Street. Two of the three has envisioned that 

the SFPA and the NCPA would act as joint developments, and that Brock University would occupy 

the former Hair Cloth Company building. These concepts had also emphasized that connections 

between the St. Paul Commercial strip and the lower level parking lot as integral to the 

redevelopment of the area.  
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        Figure 18. DCCMP Option A (Joseph Bogdan & Associates, 2008) 

N
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Figure 19. DCCMP Option B (Joseph Bogdan & Associates, 2008) 

N
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Figure 20. DCCMP Option C (Joseph Bogdan & Associates, 2008) 

 

Major Changes and Developments in the Downtown 

 
In 2008, the Downtown Creative Cluster Master Plan (DCCMP) officially became the guiding 

policy document for planning and economic development decisions in the Downtown. Although 

not officially cited or referenced, the DCCMP seems to have framed the better part of the City’s 

Official Plan when it comes to downtown development. The Garden City plan was released in 

2010 and designated the Downtown as the major activity centre in the City and put forward policies 

that reinforced the recommendations presented by the DCCMP (City of St. Catharines, 2010). 

Following the recommendations made by the DCCMP, the City established a new economic 

N
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development officer that specifically focused on addressing development in the downtown 

(Government Official, personal communication, June 2019).  

After this, numerous significant developments and major investments have been made in the 

Downtown totaling approximately $400 million (Government Official, personal communication 

June 2019). One of the first major changes to the structure of the downtown was the conversion of 

the one-way traffic on St. Paul Street to two-way traffic. This is something that was cited as 

important by the DCCMP, along with previous studies undertaken by the City. Following the 

replacement of a major water main, the downtown began to experience major changes to the urban 

fabric. The following section will discuss three key developments that have taken place in 

Downtown St. Catharines in the lens of recommendations made by the DCCMP.  

Marilyn A. Walker School of Fine and Performing Arts  

 

The most important change to take place in downtown St. Catharines, and one that has served as 

the backbone for the Downtown’s redevelopment, is Brock University’s campus expansion into 

the downtown (Government Official, personal communication, June 2019; Dixon, 2015; FOPAC, 

2015).  

The Marilyn A. Walker School of Fine and Performing Arts is a downtown extension of Brock 

University’s campus. In 2008, Marilyn I. Walker, a local artist, philanthropist, and quilt maker, 

donated $15 million to Brock University to support the expansion of their arts program. The 

purpose of this donation was to revitalize the arts community in the Niagara Region, “a cause 

[Marilyn I. Walker] was passionate about” (Morrison, 2019). 

This donation allowed Brock University to consider the possibility of expanding their Music, 

Drama, and Visual Arts department and locating them all in one building in the downtown 

(Morrison, 2019; FOPAC, 2015). The Dean of Humanities at Brock University, Rosemary Hale, 

convinced Marilyn I. Walker that the arts school needs to be expanded into the downtown 

(FOPAC, 2015). This location was seen by the University along with Marilyn I. Walker, Rosemary 

Hale, and other stakeholders as an excellent opportunity to support the revitalization effort in the 

area, while at the same time combining all the creative arts departments under one roof (Morrison, 

2019).  
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The site that was chosen for the location of the new school was the former Canada Hair Cloth 

building, located at the foot of the former Welland canal, below St. Catharines main commercial 

strip. The acquisition, rehabilitation, and expansion of the building was finalized after $26.2 

million was awarded to the School by the Province of Ontario (Brock University, 2010; Ontario 

Newsroom, 2015; Morrison, 2019). The Province also donated approximately $18 million dollars 

to the City of St. Catharines for their contribution to this redevelopment effort (Brock University, 

2010; Ontario Newsroom, 2015; Morrison, 2019). Although this project also received funding 

from corporate sponsors such as TD Financial Group, who donated $500,000, most of the funding 

for this project came from public investments (Brock University, 2010). 

Construction of the 97,000 square foot facility was completed in 2015 for a total of $45.4 million 

(Bajer, 2016). Today, the School is home to over 500 students and approximately 50 staff 

representing the Departments of Dramatic Arts, Music, Visual Arts, and Arts and Culture (Brock 

University, 2018; Bajer, 2016). Aside from traditional classrooms, the school contains state of the 

art studio space, soundproof music practice rooms, and digital media labs (Brock University, 

2018). The new location of the school has also allowed for greater attendance to events put on by 

students, creating the opportunity for the School to build relationships with the surrounding local 

community. Aside from putting on events, the actual design of the building attempts to direct 

students to shop and live in the downtown. For example, no student housing was included in the 

plan, and the design of the building did not include any food facilities so that students of the school 

would be more inclined to leave campus and shop at the local businesses in the downtown 

(Government Official, personal communication, June 2019). Overall, the planning and 

construction of this campus was the catalyst for other cascading changes that began taking place 

after the publication of the DCCMP (FOPAC, 2015).  
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Figure 21. Marilyn I. Walker School of Fine and Performing Arts (Diamond Schmitt Architects, 2015) 

FirstOntario Performing Arts Centre 

 

The second major investment in the downtown is the FirstOntario Performing Arts Centre. This 

investment was built and designed in tandem with the School of Fine and Performing Arts (SFPA) 

and was funded by a partnership between the City, Brock University, the Province, and federal 

government (FOPAC, 2015). There were also numerous corporate, capital, and community 

sponsors that contributed to the construction of the project. In total the project cost approximately 

$62 million and was opened to the public in 2015 (FOPAC, 2015). 

The 95,000 square foot facility is officially owned by the City and contains 4 performance spaces 

that include a 775-seat concert hall, a 160-seat dance theatre, a 300-seat recital hall, and a 200-seat 

film theatre (FOPAC, 2015). The Centre is estimated to attract 150,000 visitors annually (FOPAC, 

2015). As part of the partnership the City leases a portion of the performance spaces to Brock 

University (Government Official, personal communication, June 2019). In the 2018-2019 

production year, the SPFA put on 60 events between the two buildings (Brock University, 2019). 
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Together with the Marilyn I. Walker SFPA, The FirstOntario Performing Arts Centre forms the 

heart of arts and culture in St. Catharines and the Niagara Region, and have set the foundation for 

downtown revitalization (Thorkelson, 2018).  

 

Figure 22. Corner of St. Paul St. and Carlisle Prior to the Development of the FirstOntario Performing Arts Centre (Google 

Street View, 2009) 

 

 

Figure 23. After the construction of the FirstOntario Performing Arts Centre (Google Street view, 2018) 

Both arts facilities were constructed with high hopes for the economic development potential they 

may bring. The following quotes provide an insight into the importance of these developments:  

 “The two buildings are cornerstones for a renaissance in the 

downtown core. Building on the growth of the cultural sector, this 

downtown revitalization will support our efforts to attract new 

businesses and investments from growth sectors that will diversify 

our local economy and build future prosperity” - Former Mayor of 

St. Catharines Brian McMullan (FOPAC, 2015, 6:23).  
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“It’s going to transform our downtown into a community that 

celebrates the arts, that is supported by the arts, and one that really 

captures the best of the arts community” – Current Mayor of St. 

Catharines Walter Sendzik (FOPAC, 2015, 0:43).  

“Our belief is beyond any doubt that it will have an immense 

transformative effect on this whole Niagara area in many different 

ways” - Brock University Chancellor Ned Goodman (Brock 

University, 2010, 4:28). 

“Bring St. Catharines back to its former glory” (Government 

Official, personal communication, June 2019) 

“Give us that opportunity to help St. Catharines and Niagara come 

back to life as we remember it 20, 30 years ago” - Mary DeSousa 

of FirstOntario Credit Union (FOPAC, 2015, 4:10). 

To add to the ongoing redevelopment, the City had also decided to redevelop the Lower Parking 

Lot, an area that sat adjacent to the Canada Hair Cloth Co building. This area was identified as 

ripe for redevelopment under the Downtown Creative Cluster Master Plan, however it was 

originally envisioned as a mixed-use area that would support both residential and commercial 

development. 

Meridian Centre 

The third major investment was the construction of the Meridian Centre Spectator Facility located 

in the Lower Parking Lot area. The process for the development of the arena started in 2008 after 

Council requested a report on the economic impact of a 5,000-plus seat arena in the downtown 

meant to address the problem of ageing arenas in the City (City of St. Catharines, 2019a). It is 

interesting to note that a new arena was not something that was recommended by the DCCMP. 

The DCCMP instead had recommended the existing arena located just outside of the downtown 

core to be upgraded, and the lower parking lot to be redeveloped as a mixed-use area (Joseph 

Bogdan & Associates, 2008). Nevertheless, Council approved the construction of a new arena at a 

maximum cost of $50 million (Bergsma, 2011; City of St. Catharines, 2019a). $17 million was 

sourced from the City’s Civic Project Fund, $5 million from the fundraising efforts, $1 million 

from the Federal Gas Tax Fund, and the remaining $27 million taken on as debt (Bergsma, 2011; 

City of St. Catharines, 2019a). The Meridian Credit Union was giving naming rights for the 

building after a contribution of approximately $5 million to the development effort (Bergsma, 

2011; City of St. Catharines, 2019a).  
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The arena opened in 2014, containing approximately 5,300 seats. The primary tenants of the new 

arena are the Niagara Ice Dogs of the Ontario Hockey League, who signed a 20-year lease after 

the building was constructed (Bergsma, 2011).  The arena is also host to a number of events such 

as concerts, performances, expos, and other various public events. Although the arena is located 

below St. Paul Street, a pair of pedestrian bridges connect the arena to funnel spectators through 

the commercial strip. Together these three investments make up the foundation that aims to 

transform the downtown (Walter, 2015). 

 

 

Figure 24. Meridian Centre (Meridian Centre, 2017)  

Other Key Investments 

 

One other major piece of the puzzle was the construction of the Carlisle Street Parking Garage 

(Government Official, personal communication, June 2019). The DCCMP, identified that parking 

was a major hindrance to growth potential of the downtown (Joseph Bogdan & Associates, 2008). 

The parking garage adds approximately 600 additional parking spaces to the downtown and was 

developed adjacent to the St. Catharines bus terminal (City of St. Catharines, 2019b). The project 
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cost a total of $27.9 million with $18.6 million being contributed by the provincial and federal 

government (City of St. Catharines, 2019b). 

Another large investment, one that has also become a new defining feature of the downtown was 

the replacement of Burgoyne Bridge on St. Paul Street (Government Official, personal 

communication, June 2019). It is one of the first features a visitor sees when entering the downtown 

on Highway 406, acting as a gateway to the city. This project cost a total of $100 million and was 

undertaken by the Region of Niagara7 (Sawchuk, 2019). The novelty of this bridge is reflected in 

a marketing short film titled Anything Together: A Downtown Story where the first scene begins 

with a 20-something year old protagonist making a phone call while walking and making reference 

to the bridge (City of St. Catharines, 2018). The film was produced and commissioned by the St. 

Catharines Economic Development and Tourism Department, as an effort to market the various 

landmark, quality of life, and consumption opportunities available in the City (City of St. 

Catharines, 2018).  

The construction of the new arts facilities, parking garage, spectator facility, and the conversion 

of St. Paul Street to two-way traffic was enough to convince the Wine Council of Ontario to 

officially reroute the Wine Route through the downtown in 2014 (Forsyth, 2014).  

 

Figure 25. Burgoyne Bridge at Night (Canam Bridges, 2017) 

                                                           
7 The cost of the bridge ballooned from an estimated $59 million to a final cost of $100 million. The construction of 
the bridge sparked an internal audit that is still ongoing at the time of writing. (Sawchuk, 2019) 
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DCCMP and Digital Media 

 

As one governmental official put it, the arts are only a part of the picture (Government Official, 

personal communication, June 2019). One other major recommendation of the DCCMP was to 

support the idea of spinoffs through an incubator that aimed to assist entrepreneurs and small 

startups working in the digital media industry. The idea was that a vibrant downtown which offers 

many different types of consumption opportunities would attract entrepreneurs, while the Digital 

Media Cluster would support the creation of new companies.  

As a result, a non-for-profit organization under the name of Innovate Niagara became a critical 

component of digital business development in not only the City, but across the whole Region. 

Initially, the organization was founded in 2008 under the name nGen for the purpose of supporting 

and catalyzing Niagara’s interactive media sector. In 2013, the organization rebranded and 

expanded their mandate to include clients from a variety of other industries not directly related to 

digital media (Innovate Niagara, 2019).  

Today, the organization operates under the name Innovate Niagara and features three separate 

incubators that focus on supporting digital media and technology collaboration between research 

organizations and the business community, and as an incubator for innovation in education 

technology (Innovate Niagara, 2019). In 2015, Innovate Niagara was designated as an incubator 

by Canada’s Startup Visa Program, a federal program aimed to attract and retain foreign 

entrepreneurs looking at starting up new companies (Innovate Niagara, 2019). To add, Innovate 

Niagara is also supported by the National Research Council of Canada’s Industrial Research 

Assistance Program, aimed at providing direct advice to small and medium sized enterprises 

(Innovate Niagara, 2019). As of 2018, Innovate Niagara has consulted over 960 clients, helped to 

secure more than $44.5 million in funding, created a total of 378 direct jobs, and provided a total 

of 14,675 consulting hours (Innovate Niagara, 2019). However, it should be noted that not all of 

these clients or companies are physically located in the Niagara Region. Innovate Niagara serves 

a variety of clients across the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area. Although the DCCMP 

recommended the digital media cluster to be located near the art school and art cluster, the actual 

location of Innovate Niagara ended up being a few blocks north of the main St. Paul Street strip.  
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Summary of Findings and Discussion 

Summary of Findings 

 
Overall the change in St. Catharine’s urban-economic landscape can be summarized as a method 

to attract investors and young people back to the historic city centre, making the City and the 

Downtown more dependent on their consumption economy (Strom, 2002; Mallach, 2018) 

Much like many other North American cities, St. Catharines experienced outward growth on 

inexpensive land outside of the existing urban core after World War II. The era of suburbanization 

systematically diverted investment and development outside of the existing urban centres through 

public policy and market forces. Reliance on the automobile as the primary method of 

transportation made it easier for the city’s workforce to migrate outwards. In addition, large 

manufacturing firms, such as General Motors, found it more economically and operationally 

feasible to open new facilities in the suburbs rather than continue to invest in existing facilities 

located in downtowns. All of this was possible due to the prevailing ideas surrounding city building 

at the time and their subsequent public policy backing.  

By about the 1970s, many industrial cities across North America began to experience a slowdown 

of growth and the early stages of decline. The lack of investment in historic downtown centres 

became more evident as vacancy rates continued to rise, and the overall economic landscape of 

downtowns seemed bleak. The most common North American response to address decline was to 

rebrand the city’s historic downtown as destinations and tourist attractions (Mallach, 2018). St. 

Catharines attempted to direct money back to the Downtown as early as the 1970s by requesting 

funds from the Federal and Provincial government, however no major financing was available and 

renewal efforts were left up to the private sector and the municipality. The case was similar for 

many municipalities across North America. Cities soon began to realize that the administration 

and financing strategy of economic development efforts were mostly left up to them. 

In the United States, when public financing was provided for downtown renewal, it was often 

slated for large entertainment projects that aimed to attract tourists and young professionals. 

(Mallach, 2018; Gotham, 2001). In Ontario, prior to any financial contribution from upper tiers of 

government, a municipality was required to develop comprehensive policy that outlined a specific 

vision that would to not only physically transform the city, but also adapt to the economic realities 
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of a globalized and interconnected world economy and a shifting demographic profile (Hodge & 

Gordon, 2014).  

In places like the Niagara Region, the inability to think regionally and competitiveness with 

neighboring municipalities resulted in a business environment that was often frustrating to 

navigate. In an attempt to unify the economic vision of the region, and to make the policy 

environment more accessible for businesses, the Province of Ontario created the Regional 

Municipality of Niagara. Even after the creation of the upper-tier government, competition 

between Niagara’s municipalities still hindered any form of a comprehensive economic vision. 

The recession of the 1990s highlighted the continued decline of manufacturing as an economic 

base, and the lack of investment into downtowns mainly due to suburbanization. During this time, 

the commercial vacancy rates skyrocketed in Downtown St. Catharines and by the early 2000s 

large companies in the Niagara Region simply began leaving after many years of waiting for the 

public policy framework to become more business-friendly. However, since the lack of continued 

investment into existing manufacturing facilities was something experienced by many 

communities in North America, it is possible that these companies would have left regardless of 

the bureaucracy.  

Around this time, the Province had recognized that suburbanization, changing demographics, and 

a changing economic base required better management. In 2005, they released the Growth Plan 

for the Greater Golden Horseshoe area which assigned growth targets to a number of existing built-

up urban areas. Downtown St. Catharines was the only identified Urban Growth Centre in the 

Niagara Region. This policy decision had finally reinforced St. Catharines 30 year-long goal of 

channeling growth and funding to their Downtown. To help guide this process along, the Province 

began partnering with municipalities and making public funds available for redevelopment efforts, 

as long as the municipality was attempting to meet the established growth criteria.  

While decline in manufacturing was occurring, the wine industry saw significant growth as a result 

of Provincial support and hard work of local wine producers. By the early 2000s a partnership 

between the Niagara Region and the Wine Council of Ontario had resulted in a new policy 

direction, one that would aim to physically transform the Niagara Region as a wine and tourist 

destination and ultimately diversify the tourism industry in Niagara. At the heart of the Wine 

Region, St. Catharines was identified to be the central cultural destination that would feature a 
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number of amenities to support the local wine producers. These were cited to be things like a 

theatre, a wine embassy, and a signature LCBO store. The idea was that Niagara as a reputable 

wine region would benefit other associated industries, acting as the economic “lynchpin”, used to 

stimulate private and public investment (Fullerton, 2012, p. 52).  

However, for St. Catharines to capitalize on the direction set out by the Growth Plan, and align 

with the Regional Wine Country development goals, the City first had to develop comprehensive 

policy that would guide economic development and planning policy. The most important policy 

document that consolidated years of economic development activity, provincial policy, and 

regional economic development goals was the Downton Creative Cluster Master Plan (DCCMP). 

This plan identified that downtown St. Catharines had the potential and policy backing to begin to 

develop into a creative cluster. The Plan identified that the historic downtown had potential to be 

redeveloped as the cultural heart of St. Catharines, that in theory would attract and retain young 

people, job creators, and investors.  

Around the time the plan was being put together, Brock University had expressed interest in 

expanding their campus into the downtown by purchasing and renovating a vacant former 

manufacturing building located in the heart of Downtown. This decision by Brock University, 

funded partially by Marilyn I. Walker and the Provincial government became the backbone of both 

the DCCMP, and the urban revitalization efforts that soon followed. Following the adaptation of 

the DCCMP, several major investments and developments have taken place in Downtown St. 

Catharines with the hope of creating an environment that has the potential to attract investors and 

young people. The following section will discuss the role of major institutions in municipal 

economic development.  

Analysis of Transformation: Ed’s and Med’s and The Arts  

 
The lingering question of this research is why have so many resources been dedicated to develop 

Downtown St. Catharines into a creative cluster? In short, these major investments were done not 

only to revitalize the growing arts community of St. Catharines, but primarily as a method for 

capturing and retaining the flow of capital, people, and ideas (Government Official, personal 

communication, June 2019).  
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For many cities across North America, arts and culture have become the backbone of urban growth 

policy (Rich & Tsitsos, 2016; Rushton, 2013). Generally, post-industrial cities have attempted to 

market themselves to tourists and university graduates by developing into “entertainment 

machines” (Strom, 2002; Clark, 2011). In St. Catharines, the idea of creating a unique and vibrant 

downtown rests on the belief that the new demographic of entrepreneurs and well-educated 

workforce choose their residence by the amenities and quality of life offered by a community 

(Florida, 2002; Joseph Bogdan & Associates, 2008). For St. Catharines, Florida’s (2002) 

observations were cited and provided the backdrop and justification to continue pushing the City’s 

policy framework to ensure that future development, investments, and urban fabric of the 

Downtown would be supportive of arts and creativity, and act as the cultural centre of the Wine 

Region concept (Joseph Bogdan & Associates, 2008).  

At the heart of the revitalization efforts in the Downton is the strong relationship between Brock 

University and the City of St. Catharines. This is not surprising considering many cities across 

North America have experienced an economic transition away from manufacturing and towards a 

new economy that is based and supported by “Ed’s and Med’s”; higher education and health care 

(Mallach, 2018). Since about the 1950’s spending for both healthcare and education has increased 

in Canada and the United States, and now make up a significant portion of both countries’ 

economies (Mallach, 2018).  

Generally, it is good to have a university located in your downtown because they are immobile 

institutions that directly tie into the surrounding community and generate spin-offs “through the 

spending of their employees and – increasingly – their student bodies” (Mallach, 2018, p. 63). The 

physical presence of these institutions in an area is highly desired by cities because higher 

education and health care facilities provide a foundation that allows “economic, human and 

intellectual resources [to] remain rooted or ‘anchored’ in place” (PennIUR, 2014). In a sense they 

are a source of “sticky capital”, or wealth generators that historically tend to stick around 

(PennIUR, 2014). Most common anchor institutions include university campuses, hospitals, 

museums, performing art centres, and libraries. Generally, these anchor institutions also tend to 

cluster together geographically (PennIUR, 2014; Mallach, 2018). This is one of the ways that areas 

such as innovation and arts districts come to be defined. 
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In the case of St. Catharines, Brock University’s decision to expand their campus into the 

downtown was done deliberately to revitalize the area. Brock University’s potential role in the 

revitalization was recognized by not only the administration, but also by the many stakeholders of 

the campus expansion project (FOPAC, 2015; Government Official, personal communication, 

June 2019). The school not only brings in approximately 500 more students to the downtown on a 

daily basis, it’s decision not to have any dining facilities within the building was a deliberate 

attempt to channel student spending to local business (Government Official, personal 

communication, June 2019). Additionally, the presence of a new university campus has also 

motivated private residential developers to construct new housing directly aimed at students. The 

expansion of the campus along with financial incentives offered by the City have motivated 

property owners in the St. Paul St. area to renovate the existing building stock (Dixon, 2015). 

Inside their doors, anchor institutions support local industries by becoming a source of industry 

specific research and development, as well as the training of the local workforce (Harkavy & 

Zuckerman, 1999; PennIUR, 2014). For Niagara Region’s wine industry, both Brock University 

and Niagara College have dedicated facilities and programs aimed at producing more workers and 

knowledge for the wine industry along with tourism and hospitality. 

Aside from supporting wine and tourism, one of the goals of the downtown’s transformation was 

to generate spin offs and grow the digital media industry in St. Catharines (Joseph Bogdan & 

Associates, 2008). Although there have been conflicting results on the relationship between the 

arts and culture on economic development, Breznitz & Noonan (2018) found a strong positive 

relationship between the presence of specialized arts schools and the growth of culture related 

sectors such as digital media. However, for the digital media industry to develop in the area, it is 

crucial to retain the students that graduate from post-secondary institutions, something that St. 

Catharines has struggled with historically (Breznitz & Noonas, 2018; Government Official, 

personal communication, June 2019). Recognizing this the City has taken some steps in an attempt 

to retain graduates from Brock University and Niagara College, as well as to remain appealing to 

recent post-secondary graduates who grew up in St. Catharines, but chose to go to school 

elsewhere. One of the latest marketing schemes the City and the Economic Development and 

Tourism Department have come up with is the production of a short film titled Anything Together: 

A Downtown Story, available publicly on YouTube. The film features two young adults who visit 
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various businesses and attractions to “rediscover” the downtown while searching for a missing cell 

phone. Although the effectiveness of this campaign may be questionable, there is no doubt that 

this video embodies the demographic that the City is attempting to appeal to.  

So far, there has been some growth in digital media and technology in Downtown St. Catharines. 

Aside from Innovate Niagara, a local company by the name of Clickback decided to purchase and 

renovate the former Niagara Regional Police Headquarters building into an innovation hub and 

tech-accelerator aimed at supporting like-minded entrepreneurs (Team Clickback, 2018; Walter, 

2017). There is no doubt that the incubators at Innovate Niagara and Clickback have been active 

in supporting entrepreneurs and the development of local business. However, the reality is that 

Downtown St. Catharines has to compete with major urban centres such as Toronto, Montreal, and 

Ottawa, all of which have an already established digital media agglomerations. Each of these 

agglomerations have their own digital media incubators, major post-secondary institutions, and 

networking mediums that help to support businesses. In addition, many other smaller urban centres 

are also recognizing the value of pursing the expansion of the digital media sector. That is not to 

say that the development of a digital media hub is not a virtuous pursuit, it just means that it may 

get more difficult to convince entrepreneurs to set roots in St. Catharines as more cities recognize 

the value of pursuing digital media, and competition for a qualified workforce ramps up. At the 

present time, the Downtown’s major selling point is the relatively low cost of both residential and 

commercial real estate, low cost of living, and the presence of a specialized arts school in the 

downtown (TeamSTC, 2016). 

Initial Spin Offs and Private Investment 

 
Presently, it seems the buzz generated from the construction of the new facilities have been 

relatively good for the real estate sector. One government official stated that an indication that the 

change has been relatively positive is the large number of cranes present in the downtown, 

signifying development activity and private investment (Government Official, personal 

communication, June 2019; Bisby, 2019). This is reflected by the increased value of construction8 

permits since the opening of the new arts cluster, which have almost tripled since 2014 (Bisby, 

2019).  

                                                           
8 The value of construction permits in 2018 was $12,357,662 (Bisby, 2019) 
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To add to the synergy of these major redevelopments, and to add to the entertainment facilities 

located in the Downtown, the City invested a further $50 million into a brand new arena complex, 

located adjacent to the Marilyn I. Walker School of Fine and Performing Arts (SFPA). The 

Downtown Creative Cluster Master Plan (DCCMP) did not actually suggest a new arena in the 

space that it was constructed in, in fact the DCCMP had not recommended a new arena at all. 

Instead the plan had recommended to reimagine the area into a mixed-use complex, featuring both 

residential and commercial developments, while at the same time renovating the existing arena 

facility that sits just outside of the unofficial downtown boundary.  

The location of the arena itself is something to note, it sits on the floor of the former riverbed 

previously known as the Lower Parking Lot, below the main downtown core. The location of the 

arena strategically funnels visitors through the downtown core by utilizing pedestrian bridges that 

connect directly to St. Paul Street. The arena also blocks the view to the rear of the buildings 

located on St. Paul St as seen from Highway 406. Prior to this, one would see the aged and mostly 

forgotten backsides of the buildings along St. Paul Street, as well as the eroded riverbank. It can 

be argued that the location of this arena was strategic in reshaping and redefining the downtown 

as a booming place. 

 

 

Figure 26. St. Catharines Downtown as seen from Ontario St. Bridge in 2012, prior to the construction of the Meridian Centre 
Spectator Facility (Google Street View, 2012) 
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Figure 27. . St. Catharines Downtown as seen from Ontario St. Bridge in 2018, after the construction of the Meridian Centre and 
the Marilyn I. Walker School of Performing Arts (Google Street View, 2018) 

Prior to the DCCMP and the development of the arts cluster, the downtown did not experience any 

significant development for decades (Government Official, personal communication, 2019). The 

recent development of the new arts cluster and general “buzz” in the downtown has in turn 

provided a glimmer of hope and taste of opportunity for recent graduates and young entrepreneurs 

produced by the local post-secondary institutions. A number of new businesses have opened up 

along St. Paul Street which have been either owned by or operated by graduates from Niagara 

College and Brock University (Government Official, personal communication, June 2019). 

Businesses, such as Beechwood Donuts and Kully’s Original Sports Bar are quickly becoming part 

of the Downtown brand (City of St. Catharines, 2018; Bisby, 2019).   

However, if the downtown continues to grow and stay attractive to investors, the cost of property 

will eventually begin to increase. The increased cost of property and cost of living in a revitalized 

area may present both challenges and opportunities to both current and new residents. Since 

revitalization is often a long process that takes years and possibly decades to evolve, it may be a 

long time until we truly understand how this effort has impacted the lives of people and the local 

economy. Since most of this paper has produced a narrative with an optimistic undertone, the 

following section will attempt to balance it out by discussing some of the challenges that may arise 

from the revitalization of a neighborhood in the context of the Downtown.  
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Possible Threats to Prosperity: Gentrification and the Nature of Work  

Gentrification and Affordable Housing in the Downtown 

 

The idea of using cultural institutions for the purpose of economic revitalization and development 

in North America is not unique and can be dated back to as early as 1985 with the construction of 

the Dallas Museum of Art (Strom, 2002). Cultural-led neighborhood transformation has been 

subject of many discussions and have often resulted in undesirable or unintended consequences 

that include rising cost of living, changes in the economic and retail landscape, and displacement 

of former long-time residences (Gainza, 2017; Noonan, 2013; Mallach, 2018). In cases where 

neighborhoods were revitalized under the brand of an entertainment or cultural district, it has been 

found that local residence felt that the influence exerted by institutions and community 

development corporations outweighed the opinions of residents (Rich & Tsitsos, 2016). When 

discussing gentrification, the dialogue is often that all change within a specific area is bad for the 

people that currently live there. The sentiment that all change is bad however is an 

oversimplification that does nothing to provide a solution as to how to grow the economies in areas 

that have not seen their fair share of investment over the years. Grodach et al. (2018) argue that 

the current narrative of arts-led gentrification is too general and is rather dependent on the context 

and the type of art that is being produced. The reality is that change is going to happen eventually, 

and it is only bad when the change is a zero sum game for existing residents (Schlichtman et al., 

2017). To even the playing field for the change that is taking place, public policy needs to aim to 

improve the quality of life for residents, and recognize their agency in the decision making and 

planning process (Schlichtman et al., 2017; Rich & Tsitsos, 2016). 

For example, one way to ensure that individuals are not systematically being displaced from the 

downtown is to ensure an adequate supply of affordable housing. This is especially important when 

it comes to retention of artists in the downtown area (Rich & Tsitsos, 2016; Strom, 2010).  

Although the Downtown Creative Cluster Master Plan (DCCMP) does mention the need for 

affordable housing in the downtown, the reality is that it is very difficult to ensure affordable 

housing will be constructed by the private sector even if financial incentives are available, and 

public policy framework supports it (Mallach, 2018; Hodge & Gordon, 2014). It is simply difficult 

to convince a developer to reduce their profit margin for the sake of a public good. In many cases, 
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affordable housing has been constructed and managed by not-for-profit organizations or 

municipalities themselves.  

The reality here is that the Regional Municipality of Niagara cannot single handedly supply enough 

affordable housing units to residents in the area. The Region has a current waitlist of approximately 

5,000 households who seek an affordable place to live (Walter, 2018). St. Catharines has the 

highest need of affordable housing in the Region as the current wait period is approximately twelve 

years for a one bedroom apartment (Walter, 2018).   

The recent changes in St. Catharines have created an economic environment, where for the first 

time in recent memory, an affordable housing unit is being built (Walter, 2018). However, the 

building is currently being constructed on the north end of the City, outside of the downtown area. 

The problem here is that as the downtown continues to grow and become more investor friendly, 

the cost of housing will continue to increase and current residents will be pushed out to periphery 

areas, where social services and public transportation is harder to access (Florida & Adler, 2018; 

Strom, 2010; Mallach, 2018). This systematic trend of displacement has been witnessed in many 

cities across North America and have been a major driver to the growing urban socio-economic 

divide (Florida & Adler, 2018; Mallach, 2018). Although the rising cost of property is good for 

padding of real-estate data and economic-based indicators, it can also lead to textbook 

gentrification (Noonan, 2013). If cost of rent continues to rise, it will systematically displace 

people who have relied on the downtown’s traditionally cheaper rent.  

It is important to remember that one of the reasons that St. Catharines had developed an arts 

community was because it historically acted as the main major urban centre of the Niagara Region, 

providing access to regional and municipal transit and social services. Early gentrifiers such as 

artists and other creatives rely on places like St. Catharines as a place for affordable rent (Strom, 

2010; Schlichtman et al., 2017). These individuals often invest their own money to bring property 

up to living condition and contribute to the artistic vibe often associated with a historic downtown 

(Schlichtman et al., 2017; Strom, 2010). Looking at examples from around North America, the 

most common result of revitalization of historic areas ends up displacing the very people that have 

provided the appropriate cultural foundation to justify the mass amount of public spending that 

goes into revitalization processes in the first place (Strom, 2010; Rich & Tsitsos, 2016; 

Schlichtman et al., 2017; Mallach, 2018). Recognizing the value of ensuring artists have an 
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affordable place to live in downtown areas have sparked some cities to develop policies 

specifically around supplying affordable housing for artists (Strom, 2010).  

Since economic change is a slow process, St. Catharines has the potential to not go down the path 

of creating economic and geographic division between the existing residents and those newly 

moving in. There is potential to establish a better overall process of change, one that will not further 

create a social divide seen in other cities across North America. Providing affordable housing to 

low income individuals in revitalizing areas provides opportunity for some individuals to transition 

away from poverty, but most importantly it will allow the most vulnerable members of society to 

have access to social services, public transit, and potential upward mobility (Mallach, 2018). The 

City among its various partners need to continue to deliver services and provide products that are 

affordable and aim to improve the quality of life for residents (Rich & Tsiltsos, 2018).  

One way St. Catharines has been attempting to make downtown a more affordable and livable 

environment is by marketing the downtown to grocery retailers (St. Catharines Economic 

Development and Tourism, 2017). Historically, Downtown St. Catharines has lacked a grocery 

store, and can be currently considered a food dessert. This means that most residents must travel 

outside of the downtown by car or bus to purchase fresh produce. The construction of a grocery 

store will benefit both future and existing residents of the downtown. However, special care should 

be taken to ensure that the grocery store that does eventually open in the downtown does not only 

specialize in premium foods. This again is a complex problem that may not have an easy solution.  

The Nature of Work 

Another threat to quality of life in a transitioning economy, and one that may ring true for the 

Downtown, is presented by the continued growth of tourism and the service sector. Although there 

has been a growth in service related businesses, it is important to remember that most of the time 

the jobs that they provide may not reflect the quality of those that existed during St. Catharine’s 

industrial past (Mallach, 2018; Lewchuck et al., 2015; PEPSO, 2013; PEPIN, 2018). Individuals 

working in service sector jobs are often at risk to being exposed to precarious work that may 

include unstable hours, unpredictable pay, and lack of health benefits or vacation (PEPSO, 2013). 

Although the growth of jobs and the unemployment rate may look good on paper, it may not 

necessarily reflect the stability and adequate remuneration that render a good quality of life 

(PEPSO, 2013; PEPIN, 2018). 
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Across the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area, and other parts of North America, workforce 

trends reveal that it is becoming more difficult to find stable, full-time jobs that offer career 

progression (Lewchuck et al., 2015). In St. Catharines, a substantial amount of growth has been 

experienced in the service sector, especially those operating parallel to the tourism industry 

(Fullerton, 2012). If growth does not continue to occur in other industries aside from those that 

support the service sector, there is the potential for many full-time jobs to continue being replaced 

by low-wage, low-skill, precarious work. This is an issue that has been identified by Brock 

University’s Community Observatory and is currently being studied by a team of researchers under 

the name of Poverty & Employment Precarity in Niagara (PEPIN) (Durant & Phillips, 2015; 

PEPIN, 2018).  

Although St. Catharine’s unemployment rate is not as high as during the economic recessions of 

2007, a significant amount of full-time jobs has been replaced with part-time jobs that have the 

potential to fail to meet the scheduling stability and adequate income required by residents (PEPIN, 

2018; Durant & Phillips, 2015. Current research conducted by PEPIN states that only 40 percent 

of the Niagara Region has stable, secure, full-time jobs. This means that a majority of workforce 

in the Region is represented by some measure of precarity (PEPIN, 2018). PEPIN also found that 

the most prevalent groups found to be working in precarious roles are young adults between the 

ages of 25-34, older adults, and foreign-born individuals (PEPIN, 2018). This is concerning 

because precarious employment has negative impacts on individuals, families, and communities 

as it can damage the social fabric which ties people together (PEPIN, 2018; PESCO, 2013).  

In general, precarious work often means a variable and unpredictable individual income, lack of a 

stable job schedule, no health benefits, and decreased purchasing power (PEPIN, 2018). Although 

the rise of income inequality is something that has gained more attention in the media over the 

years, closer attention needs to be paid to how the economic transition of post-industrial cities is 

impacting the traditional blue-collar workforce. This is especially important for St. Catharines 

considering the City has address deindustrialization through policy aimed at attracting a new 

demographic and new industry. 

In addition to the rise of precarity in the workplace, the presence of post-secondary institutions can 

also present themselves as a double-edged sword. This is because as students and recent graduates 

decide to stay in the area and seek employment, they have the potential to displace service industry 
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workers that typically have less-education but end up working for the same pay (Mallach, 2018). 

This is a problem for two reasons. First, a larger presence of higher educated workers can raise the 

bar for entry level employment (Mallach, 2018). The process of ‘credentialism’ or ‘credential 

creep’ means that workers without a college or university degree can be pushed out of some entry 

level jobs that traditionally do not require post-secondary education (Hopper, 2014; Mallach, 

2018). Second, there is also the potential for a cultural mismatch between the traditional blue-

collar workforce of St. Catharines, and the new highly-educated workforce that is coming into the 

community (Mallach, 2018; Gainza, 2017). In addition, the cultural-led revitalization policy may 

result in conflicts of ‘the right to the neighborhood’ (Gainza, 2017). This mismatch of culture, if 

not managed properly, may lead to increasing levels of social division among residents in the 

downtown, further contributing to the social-economic segregation experienced in other parts of 

post-industrial North America (Mallach, 2018; Florida & Adler, 2018). 

One way that cities have managed this in the past has been by offering retraining programs for 

individuals who specialized in low skill labour. In Canada, these programs are available at the 

provincial level, with little input from municipalities (Government Official, personal 

communication, June 2019). However, one may argue that the City also needs to be involved in 

ensuring their former workforce is able to adapt to the cultural and economic realities of a changing 

St. Catharines by services aimed at integrating the former manufacturing workforce with the new 

economic realities of Niagara.  

Conclusion  

 

In closing, this paper identified two planning documents that have created the foundation for the 

revitalization in downtown St. Catharines.  The redevelopment taking place in the downtown is 

reminiscent of economic development strategies that have been pursued by other cities in both 

Canada and the United States. Municipal officials and politicians have been actively attempting to 

revitalize forgotten city centres as new spaces for consumption, and consumption driven 

economies. In St. Catharines, the City’s decision to reimagine the downtown as a creative cluster 

is a result of the growing wine industry, the designation of St. Catharines as an Urban Growth 

Centre by the Province of Ontario, and the attempt to address issues related to lack of investment 

that has taken place since the post-war era of suburbanization.  
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At the heart of the creative cluster concept, St. Catharines economic transition and overall 

revitalization effort is Brock University’s decision to expand their campus to the downtown. The 

main policy document that acts as the main guide for development in the downtown specifically 

indicated that without the construction and expansion of the campus, revitalization efforts would 

be drastically limited. The University’s expansion, along with the Provincial government’s agenda 

to channel investments back into existing urban centres was the catalyst that helped to funnel 

massive public investments from all levels of government in the Downtown. The notion that the 

university is at the heart of the revitalization of the downtown aligns with the overall trend of 

educational institutions being a driver of economic development activity occurring all around 

North America.  

There is no question that the injection of public funds and their subsequent major developments 

have sparked the interest of outside investors, developers, and entrepreneurs. However, this 

interest has resulted in concern as to what these changes may bring to individuals who have 

traditionally relied on the downtown as an affordable place to live. As Downtown St. Catharines 

continues to adjust to the massive amount of development that is currently taking place, it is crucial 

to keep a close eye on how the change in downtown is impacting current residents, especially those 

who are in need of affordable housing and inexpensive places to live. The fear is that as the 

downtown becomes more attractive to outside investors and young graduates, it may drive long-

time residents to the periphery, replicating the social divide seen in many other cities across North 

America. For economic development and planning practitioners, it is important to understand that 

the revitalization taking place in St. Catharines was not a process that happened overnight, it was 

a process that took many years to flourish, with both market forces and public policy providing 

the essential foundation that was needed to justify the transition of downtown St. Catharines as the 

primary cultural and entertainment centre in the Niagara Region.  

Limitations 

 
With every research there are a number of limitations that exist when it comes to the resulting 

narrative. There are many sides to every story, and this paper attempted to provide a narrative of 

how change is taking place in relation to market trends and public policy in a way that is easy to 

understand. The policy portion of this paper was distilled to two documents cited by existing 
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literature as being the key to change taking place in St. Catharines. This paper assumes that the 

existing literature has provided the correct narrative, and it is in fact the arts and the wine industry 

that have had an impact on the urban-economic change taking place in Downtown St. Catharines. 

Because of this there is the potential for bias arising from the preset nature of the research direction.  

Additionally, this paper did not provide any perspective on what the residents of St. Catharines 

think of the development taking place downtown. Subsequent research needs to provide a voice 

for the citizens, both existing and new, within the community to truly gauge if the revitalization is 

something that is desired by the people that live there. It is also critically important to understand 

how the local arts community feels about the new developments, and if these changes have had a 

positive or negative impact on the greater arts community.  
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